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INTRODUCTION

JN nrs EssAy TNCLUDED IN rHIs IssuE, Grant KaPlan suggests that

I Robert Doran's The Trinity in History: A Theology of the Diaine Missions

Ishould, indeed, have a "seismic imPact on contemPorary discussions

in pneumatology and in Trinitarian theology." "It is PerhaPs the most

ambitious theological undertaking by a student of Lonergan," adds Kaplan,

"since David Tlacy's work in fundamental theology and hermeneutics,

carried out in the 1970s and 1980s." A Planned symPosium on Doran's book

at the 2014 West Coast Methods Institute, graciously hosted by Mark Morelli

in Los Angeles, serendipitously coincided with our own editorial Plans to

devote a whole issue to this imPortant work of Trinitarian theology. The

essays by Jim Marsh, John Dadosky, and Neil Ormerod are refinements of

what they presented at the WCMI. Grant KaPlan's and Jeremy Blackwood's

contributions came later. All of the essays engage Doran's work from

different angles, and do so, generously, creatively, and critically.

Over the Iast few decades, we have witnessed a renewed interest in
Trinitarian theology among scholars from a variety of persPectives: a thick

retrieval of patristic sources, a Thomist ressourconent, feminist questions

concerning gendered language for the Trinity, ecumenical discussions

about the Holy Spirit, esPecially between Eastern and West€rn traditions,

interreligious dialogue, among many others. Despite this proliferation,

Lonergan'svoiceintheconversationhasnotyetbeenfullyheard.Nevertheless,
the time seems ripe, especially in light of the University of Toronto Press's

recent publication of volumes 11 and 12 of the CollectedlNorks - The Ttiune

God.: Doctrines and. The Triune God: Systematics, alongwilh the work receiving

special attention in this issue of M*rtoo, Robert M. Doran's The Trinity in

History: ATheotory of Di,Jine Missiofts, volume 1, Missions and Processions' In

this work, Doran creatively aPproPriates Lonergan's Trinitarian theology

for our contemporary context and does so il conversation with other key

contemporary thinkers (Girard, Balthasar, N.T. Wright, Rahnet to name a

few). That said, Doran is not iust aPpropriating Lonergan, he also exhibits a

Iarge dose of originality, building on his own previous works, most notably

Theotogy and the Diatectics of History and What ls Systematic Theology? Lel me

suggest that the exPlanatory systematic theology prese led i^The Trinity itl

Hisrory might not only be received as intellectually rigorous and demanding,
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which indeed it is, but also as a kind of spiritual or wisdom exercise - a text
that challenges us to experience the basic realities discovered in interiorly
and religiously differentiated consciousness as Trinitarian presence.

At the beginning of this introduction, I highlighted Kaplan's hope for
a "seismic impact." Perhaps it is fitting to end with a thought from another
one of our contributors. Neil Ormerod suggests elsewhere, and reiterates
the same claim in this present issue, that the "four-poirt hypothesis" is "the
most significant advance, together with the scale of values, in systematic
theology since Aquinas." While the essays in this issue only b€gin to scratch
the surface, our hope is that they communicate some sense of the gold mine-
that is lle Trinity in History - waiting to be critically explored. And, of
course, Doran's own exploration is by no means complete. Volume 2, which
we eagerly await, is well underway!

Randall S. Rosenberg

Co-Editor, M/LS
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TRINITARIAN LOVE IN THE
DIALECTICS OF HISTORY

leremy W, Blackwood

Marquette Uniuersity

Jru norenr u. oouN's The Trinity in History,l the list of references to

I "love" take up an entire half-page column in the index. "Chaity,"
Ilikewise, fills out half a page, and if one adds to these the references to

"being in love," "being on the receiving end of love/being loved," "fifth
Ievel of consciousness," and "lovableness, and active spiration," one finds

that the topic of love occupies a significant place in Doran's theology of the

Trinity. This is hardly surprising in a text on the Trinitarian persons and

their historical missions, where the Son is repeatedly affirmed. lo be Verbum

spbans Amorem, but one could miss the central role of love as the lynchpin
holding together Trinitarian persons, relations, and missions, on the one

hand, and concrete incamation of an authentic scale of values, on the other.

In this first volum e one of The Trinity in History. love is the link between our

participation in triune life, a theory of history, the Law of the Cross, and the

human subject.2

Don-ex's Usr or Lovr

Doran sets love as the keystone: it is both Participation in Trinitarian life

and the redemptive solution in the created world. The human subiect serves

lRobert M. Doran, Ihe Tifiity in History: ATheology ol the Diltine Missions, \ol. -1, 
Missions

and Processiofis (forcnto: Unive6ity of Toronto Press, 2012).

:Doran directed my dissertation on Lonergads understanding of love and the fifth level of
consciousnest which I defended in March 2012. It was a blessing to know and work with him

while he was finalizinB the material that became volume 1 of 17,e l/inity ifi History.. Howeve\
the timin8 of both the dissertation and his book meant that we were unable to reference the

completed velsions of one other's alSuments. This a!6cle is an attemPt to rectify that situation

and io clarify the role of love in Doran's theology in tiSht of the Position t develoPed in my

dissertation,

@ 2013 Jeremy W Blackwood
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as the pivot-point between the two. This enables Doran to set, as his two
key tools, the four-point hypothesis and a theory of history grounded in an

analysis of subjectivity. These provide, respectively, the special and general
categories for his theology, and they are genetic developments of the medieval
theological concepts of the entitatively disproportionate supernatural ordet
on the one hand, and Aristotelian metaphysics, on the other.3

The Four-Point Hypothesis: Participation in Tiinitarian Life tfuough Lotre

As basic initial context, it should be noted that virtually nothing Doran does
with what many of us now call "the four-point hypothesis" would make
any sense at all absent Frederick Crowe's article, "Son of God, Holy Spirit,
and World Religions."{ There, as Doran affirms in The Trini$ in History, the
Holy Spirit, precisely as Proceeding Love, is understood to be God's first
gift (also affirmed in both Augustine and Aquinas), while the Son was sent
in complementarity with that first dft.5

Succinctly put, the four-point hypothesis drawn from Lonergan's
Trinitarian theology affirms that four absolutely supernatural created
realities can be linked to the four Trinitarian relations. The secondary act
of existence of the incarnation participates in paternity; sanctifying grace
participates in active spiration; the habit of charity participates in passive
spiration; and the light of glory participates in filiation.6 The full rationale
for these claims is beyond the scope of this article; the key here is Doran,s

3 Doan, The Tinity in History, xii-xiii.
{Frederick E. Crowe, "Son of God, Holy Spirit, and World Religions,,, in Frederick E.

Cfowe, Approptiating lhe Lonetgan Aea, ed. Michael Veltin (Toronto: University of Toronto pre6s,

2006),32443.
3Doft , The Tinit! in Hisfory 73. 5€e also page 30.

€ee Bernald I. F. tlonetgan, The Triune God: Systerlatics, trans. Michael G. Shields and ed.
Robert M. Doran and H. Daniel Monsour, vol. 12 of the Collected Work of Bemard Lonergan
(Toronto: Unive6ity of Toronto Press, 2007), 470-73: ,.There are four rcal divine relations, re;Iy
identical with the divine substance, and therefore four quite special modes of grounding an
extehal imitation of the divine substance. Fu*hermore, there are four absolutely supernafural
realities, never found unformed, namely, the secondary act of existence of the incarnatiory
sanctifying grace, the habit of charity, and the light of glory Therefore, it may fittingly be said
that the secondary act of existence of the incamation is a created participation oi patemity,
and so that it has a special relation to the Son; that sanctifying grace G a paiticipation of active
spiration, and therefore that it has a special relation to the Holy Spirit that the habit of charity is
a participation of passive spiration, and therefore that it has a special relation to the Fathe! and
the Son; and that the lightofglory is a participation of filiation, and so that it Ieads the children
ofadoption perfectly back to the Father.,,
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use of the hypothesis, and he states his basic analogy fairly simply in thesis
4 of The Trinity in History:

The key to the n exus ntysteriorufi that is the concern of systematics lies
in the links that Lonergan has drawn between the four divine relations
and four created participations in and imitations of these relations.
The starting point in unpacking that four-point hypothesis is the link
between sanctifying grace and charity as created participations in,
respectively, active spiration and passive spiration. From the standpoint
of religiously and interiorly differentiated consciousness, these created

participations are (1) the recalled rec eptton (memoria) of the gift of God's
Iove (that is, of sanctifying grace as it affects consciousness) grounding
a subsequent set of judgments of value (faith), as these together
participate in active spiration and so set up a special relation to the

indwelling Holy Spiri! and (2) a return of love (charity) participating in
the Proceeding Love that is the Holy Spirit, which establishes a special

relation to the indwelling Father and Son. Memory and faith combine

to imitate and parhcipate in active spiration, and charity imitates and

participates in passive spiration.T

In terms of systematic theology, this provides the valuable tool absent

from Lonergan's account of basic terms and relations in Method in Theology.s

There, he offered conscious and intentional operations as general basic

terms, the dynamic structure linking those operations and corresponding

states as general basic relations, and God's gift of love and Christian witness

as special basic terms, but there was no mention of special basic relations.

Doran's contention is that the hypothesis provides these relations, because it
links the operations and dynamic states of consciousness to one another and

to Christian witness and the gift of God's love.

The gift of God's love is key for all of this: it is recalled in one's sense

of self-presence (memoria) and judged to be good, and ftom these together
(as from one principle) flows charity, which Doran variously identifies as

Doftn, Thr Ti ity in History,17.
sBemard J. F. Ia er9a , Method ifl Theology (Londont Darton, Longmarg and Todd, 1972;

repr. Torontor University of Tolonto Press, 1999), 286-87.
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universal antecedent willingnesse and nonviolent response.l0 Here, one finds
a struchrre consisting of an origin, a generated though co-equal judgment
of value, and a love (also co-equal) proceeding from the two as a single
principle, which parallels the classical Christian theology of unoriginate
Father, begotten Son, and spirated Holy Spirit.

The central point with regard to the four-point hypothesis in Doran's
work is that our participation in divine lile is established through the gift of
divine love in the form of sanctifying grace, which is a term by which it is
true to say that the relation between us and the Holy Spirit is one of the Holy
SpiriYs "indwelling" us. A1l the rest depends upon that initial gift of Love.

The Theological Theory ol Hbtory: Inoe as Key to Reilemption

Doran sets much of his work in The Trinity in History within the context
of chapter 20 of Lonergan's lnsight,ll the goal of which is to work out the
heuristics of the divine solution to the problem of evil.r, Doran is able to link
this divine solution to the four-point hypothesis by affirming that

participation in and imitation of that Word in sanctifying grace releases

the gift of speaking the true r rord in love, the word that establishes
justice in history and in historical relations of human beings to one
another, to God, to the environment, and to the entire created universe.
Like faith as the knowledge born of religious love, so speaking the true
word in love is a participation in the invisible mission of the Word.ll

The revelation of God's Word in history is God's avowal of love for us,
and our response must consist of a similarly historical "yes" in order for the
relation of love between God and us to reach its fullness.la This "yes" may
consist not simply in an explicit affirmation that Jesus of Nazareth is God's
incarnate Word in history but in the sense that the revelation of God's love

5€e, for example, Doran, Tha Trinity in History,87.
r5ee, for example, Dora ,Thc Tti il! ifi Hislory,lsg.
ltBemard 

J. F. Lonergan, Ins8}fi A Sludy ol Hwrun Undefitanding, vol.3 of the Collected
Works of Bernard Lonergary ed. Frederick E. Crowe and Robert M. Dolan (Toronto: University
of Toronto Press, 1992).

DDoftn, The Tinity in History,76.
lxDoran, The Tinity in History, 67 .

1aDoftn, Th? Tin*y in History , 91 , 93.

4
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and of the divine invitation to be in a Ioving relation with God demands

some concrete, historical response, a response constitutive of that relation
that does not leave it unrealized in history

This need for concrete, relation-constituting, histodcal action opens the
door to the use of the entire theory of history Doran worked out in I/,eolosy

and the Dialectics of History.13 While this is not the place for a full summary
of that book, we can highlight the scale of values and socid grace as central

components of The Trini$ in History. As an account of the normative heu-

ristics of value in history, the scale of values provides the tool to analyze

theologically th€ need for and effect(s) of our historical response(s) to God's
invitation. As a healing movement working to undo social sin (a concept al-
ready accepted and documented in theological terms through liberation the.

ology), social grace draws concrete objectifications of the world mediated by
meaning toward the normative conditions specified by the scale of values.

Problems at the lower levels of the scale reveal failures at the higher levels

and, consequently, demand solutions from the higher levels. For example,

inequitable distribution of vital values - say, food or housing - both reveals

a problem at the level of social value (there is a failure in the organized dis-

tribution ofjust amounts of nourishment or shelter) and demands a solution
from that level (there needs to be a change in the intelligible organization

of the economic system). Likewise, it reveals a problem and makes a de-

mand at the level of culhrral value (the civilization's meanings and values

do not promote iustice; there ne€ds to be a change in the society's meanings

and values) and the level of personal value (members of the society are not

originating just values; they are not being fully authentic and they need to

change accordingly).
Ultimately, the solution must come from the highest level - that of

religious value. Here, we find the entrance of transcendent value into the

world mediated by meaning through the gift of Cod's Love and its avowal
in the incarnation of the Word. This divine meaning draws subjects toward
authenticity at each of the other levels of the scale: personal, cultural,
social, and vital.

'sRobert M. Do,an, Theology afld the Dialectics ol Hbtory (Toronto: University of Torcnto
Press, 190).
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The law of the Cross: "How" Trinitarian Lit'e lmpacts History

Doran's emphasis on a concrete response to the revealed Word of God
in history and the interior gift of God's Iove in hearts leads to a question
about the specific, concrete mechanics of the level of religious valu€. What
is the intrinsic intelligibility of the entrance of religious value into the world
mediated by meaning? The answer to this can be found in Doran's emphasis
on the Law of the Cross.

The Law of the Cross involves three basic steps: (1) an initiaL situation
characterized by objective moral evils resulting from basic sin(s), (2)

submission to those consequences, even to the point of death, which
transforms them into good(s), and (3) a resunectional transformation
serving as the Father's divine ratification of the self-sacrificing submission.16
For Christians, of course, Jesus of Nazareth is the paradigmatic example, but
as Doran highlights, Christianity is by no means the only place to find the
affirmation of the basic idea that the solution to the evils of the world is to
submit to them and to refuse to respond in kind.

Building on the heuristics for the divine solution to the problem of evil
set forth in chapter 20 of Lonergan's lnsight, Doran focuses specifically on
the incamation of th€ Law of the Cross by human beings under grace as the
solution to the problem of evil.l7 This is the key to the redemptive entry of
God's meaning into the human world mediated by meaning.

Moreover, the charity spirated forth as the dynamic state of being in
love unrestrictedly in response to sanctifying grace and the indwelling of the
Holy Spirit is exactly this nonviolent, returning-good-for-evil love. Whereas
Lonergan speaks ofthree kinds of love - familial, civil, and religious - Doran
provides the nonviolent Law of the Cross as the method by which religious
love can be understood as more than merely human love: religious love is
disproportionately self-sacrifi cing.18

It is from this position that Doran brings in the insights of Rene Girard's
mimetic theory which begins with non-retaliation (charig, for Doran) and
proceeds to the forgiveness and reconciliation that overcome the violent
mimetic rivalries that are a key part of the psychic/affective side of the

t6Donn, The Tinity in History,237.
rDolan mentions this repeatedly: see lire T, fiity ifi History,7s, 90, 2D , 255,
l8Doran, The Titlity ifi Hisfory,86. This is a prccision not provided by Lonergan's own

articulation of the thEe.
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The Fifih lcael of Consciousness: "How" W Enlbody the law ot' the Cross

Doran and Lonergan both emphasize that the Point is the "Whole Chdst,

Head and members," by which they meant that we must not conceive

of Christ as effective in history solely through his particular historical

incarnation, but also as through the ext€nsion of his mission through the

church.D By linking persons to one another, the Law of th€ Cross Senerates
a new communiry the Kingdom of God.'zr A further, final question arises,

however, when we ask just how it is that these events in history and these

interpersonal connections come to have an effect on individual human

subjects. It is all well and good to affirm what we have affirmed so fat but
religious value must descend down the scale, which means it must reach

persons and change how they originate value, not iust quantitatively, but
qualitatively; for persons must b€ the instruments of the entrance of God's

meaning into the human world mediated by meaning. Given that they do so

by living out the Law of the Cross, we can still ask about the relation between

religious value and subjectivity itself, and in a context heavily influenced by
Lonergan, one might even say we must ask that question.

Doran relies on the notion of a fifth level of consciousness to generate an

answer. Thesis 20 of The Trinity in History reads:

1eDoa , The Tiflity ih History , 212-14.

'1aDoftn, The Trinity in History, 233.
2rThrough, for example, the reconciliation articulated via Girard

problem of evil.l'q How does this happen? Instead of imitating one another

in a negative, rivalrous way, saints become mimetic models who can draw
us to authenticity grounded in God's love.

With this argument, we have come full circle, for here is the key historical
mechanism by which religious value enters into the human world mediated
by meaning. On the affective/psychic side, we have the imitation of the

saints who incarnate the Law of the Cross and toward whom we are drawn
as we grow in our ability to do likewise. On the intellectual/intentional side,

we participate in the life of the Triune persons as our consciousness imitates

the very structure of that divine life. In both cases, we are made more Iike

God through the interior gift of God's love and by cooperating with God's

social grace to generate a more authentic civilization in accord with the scale

of values.
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The social dimensions of grace are rooted in a level of consciousness

that is beyond the four levels of experience, understanding, judgment,

and decision and that sublates them. This unitive and inclusive Ievel

of consciousness is interpersonal, and when self-transcendent it is

marked by love in intimacy, in devotion to the human communiry and
in the reception of God's love and the return of love for God in charity.2

Notice that this returns us to the realm of the four-point hypothesis, as

we here encounter the themes of receiving God's love and responding to it
in charity. The most important aspect of thesis 20 for the moment, howevet
is the affirmation that this occurs at a fifth level of consciousness, which is
interpersonal, sublates the other four, and has to do with intimate, civil, and
religious loves. Now we have an account of the mechanics of the pivot from
transcendent reLigious value to objective social reality, a pivot that occurs in
the consciousness of the individual subject.

DonlN's Approplterror or My ANlrysrs
or rnr FIrrg LEvrL oF CoNscrousNEss

My own role in Doran's book has to do with the development of our un-
derstanding of this fifth level of consciousness. Here, I will briefly outline
the older position of mine that Doran used in The Trinity in History, and, in
the next section I will give an account of the developments my thinking has

undergone since then.

Earlier Wrk Used in The Tinity in History

In a previous article,a I affirmed Christiaan Jacobs-Vandegeer's argument
that sanctifying grace should be understood as having to do with the unity
of consciousness, rather than with any partisular level.2a I then argued for
a better understanding of elevation to account for this change in the unity
of consciousness, along with a stronger, fuller account of the struchrre of

aDotu 
, The Tinity in History , 725.

!A fuller version was published in this journal: Jeremy W. Blackwood, "Sanctifying Grace,
Elevation, and the Fifth Level of Consciousness," METHoD: ]o11mal ol Lonerysn Sludies, n.s.2, \o,
2 (2011): 14341.

':rChristiaan Jacobs-Vandegeer, "Sanctifying Grace in a Methodical' Theology," Theological

St dies 68 (200nt 52-76.
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EBemard J. F. Lonergan, '"The Natural Desile to See God," i^ Collection, vol 4 of the
Collected Works oI Bernard tonergan, ed, Frederick E. Crowe and Robert M. Doran (Toronto:

Univercity of Torcnto Press, 1988), 81-91; "Openness afld ReliSious ExP€rience," Pages 185-

87 i^ Collection, and "Analysis oI Faith," pages 413{1 in Eatly latin Theology, vol, -19 ol the
Collected Works of Bemard Lonergary trans. Michael G. Shields and ed. Robert M. Doran and
H. Daniel Monsour (Tolonto: University ofToronto Press,201l).

':6l was using the following (available at www.b€mardlonergan.com): a question and

answer session ftolr1 the 1977 Lonergan Workshop (Monday, June 20 , 19n , Larzon cD / MP3 916
A & B [91600A08070], kanscript [91600DTE070], typed questions and notes [28880DTE070]),
and a similar session from the 1980 Lonergan workshop (Wednesday, June 18, 1980, Lauzon
cD / Mfi 9n A, &B 197700A0E0801, tranrript [97700DTE080]),

'Blackwood, "Sanctifying Grace, Elevation, and the Fifth Level of Consciousness," 158.
IBlackwood, "Sanctifying Grace, Elevation, and the Fifth Level of Consciousness," 159.

the subiect who is so unified and, as a uniry elevated. Drawing on three of
Lonergan's papers,'?i I argued that, while elevation in the scholastic sense

had to do with the addition of absolutely supernatural formal obiects for the

faculties of intellect and will, a methodical theology could affirm acts with
contents that cannot fully be accounted for in terms of the acts themselves.

With this qualification, I intended to indicate the disproportionate character

of the obiect(s) of the acts.

I then referred to a few archival r€cords to indicate Lonergan's

affirmation of a distinct fifth level of consciousness.26 This enabled me to
take the basic position that the fifth level of consciousness is the experience

of the relation between oneseU and another with whom one is in love.

Supposing that a level needed an operatio& a question, and an obiecL I
suggested that the operation of the subiect at the fifth level consists in the

"self-possessed handing over of one's central form to the determination of
another [person],"z that the operative question would be "What would you

have me do?," and that the obiect of one's operations at the fifth level would
be persons as subjects, rather than as objects. To the extent that the fifth level

of consciousness, thus understood, could be natural, it fits well with the

first two of Lonergan's categories of love (familial or intimate, and civil),
and to the extent that the fifth l€vel of consciousness is elevated, the objects

become the absolutely supernatural formal objects that are the Trinitarian

divine persons.zs

Doran was able to use this argument to link our participation in
Trinitarian divine life to individual subjectivity, and to link these both to
social grace and the scale of values. With this account of the fifth level of
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consciousness, it was possible for him to draw out the impact of religious
value on culhrraf social, and vital value through personal value.2e

More Recent Deaelopments

Unfortunately, Doran was finishing his book as Iwaswriting my diss€rtation.
The version of my analysis that appears in fie Trinity il History, therefore,
does not include the more adequately grounded and more fully developed
position found in my dissertation. While I stand by nearly everything I said
in my earlier work, especially the elements of the argument that he cited,
my understanding of the fifth level of consciousness, Iove, interpersonal
communiry and grace in Lonergan's thought has continued to develop.
What follows is an account of those further developments, after which I will
conclude by highlighting their significance in relation to Doran's work.

Method in Theology was published i^ 1972, and, it contains no reference

to love as a fifth level of consciousness. In December of that year, however,
Lonergan affirmed that we could think of love as a distinct fifth Ievel of
consciousness.s My work has emerged from the question about the grounds
for this development.

Method in Theology hnks "levels of consciousness" to sublation, and
one can see Lonergan working to establish the general characteristics of
sublating levels;

From the very first chapter we have moved out of a faculty psychology
with its options between intellectualism and voluntarism, and into an
intentionality analysis that distinguishes four levels of conscious and
intentional operations, where each successive level sublates previous
levels by going beyond them, by s€tting up a higher principle, by
introducing new operations, and by preserving the integrity of previous
levels, while extending enormously their range and their significance.3l

aDolan, The Tinity in Histor1t,727-30.
sBemard J. E Lonergan, 'The Functional Specialty 'Systematics,"' Ln Philosophical afid

Theological PaWfi 1965-1980, vol. 17 of the Collected Works of Bemard lrnelgafl, ed. Robert C.
Croken and Robert M. Doran Clolonto: University of Toronto Press , 20c4) , 793.

slMefhod in Theology, 3/,0.
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In otherwords, a level ofconsciousness is constituted by theintroduction
of new operations instantiating a higher principle by which previous levels

are retained in their integrity while having their horizon broadened beyond
their original limits. In this book, Lonergan explicitly applied all of these

characteristics to love, save one. Love

goes beyond what is sublated, introduces something new and distinct,
puts everything on a new basis, yet so far from interfering with the

sublated or destroying it, on th€ contrary needs it, includes it, preserves

all its proper features and properties, and carries them forward to a

fuller realization within a richer context.32

What is missing? A small bit of deduction reveals that it is the

characteristic of introducing new operations, and my affirmation is that

this is the key to understanding Lonergan's introduction of a fifth level of
consciousness in December 1972. I suggest in my dissertation that he likely
had an insight into the operative character of love, that the building blocks of
this realization can be found in his scholastic theology of grace, that there are

corresponding elements in his later theology of love and grace, and finally,

that the link between these two was most likely the content of this insight.33

In his scholastic theology, Lonergan had clearly affirmed that there

was (1) a state of grace linked to (2) a changed interpersonal relation that
$'as itself Iinked to (3) an operative ontological change manifesting as the

introduction of new formal obiects for already-present faculties. Up to
and including the publication of Method in Thealogy, Lonergan had clearly

affirmed that love was (1) a changed state linked to (2) new interPersonal

relations, which together went

beyond [the levels of experiencing, understanding, judging, and

decidingl, introduceld] something new and distinct, [Put] everything

on a new basis, yet so far from interfering with [those four levels] or

destroying [them], on the contrary needs [them], includes [them],

t'Method in Theoloy , 241 .

sFor a more detailed account of my argument, see Jeremy W. Blackwood, "Love and
Lonertan's Cognitional-Intentional Anthropology: An Inquiry on the Question of a 'Fifth I-€vel
of Consciousfless,"' (Ph.D. dissertation, Marquette Universiry 2012), chap. 4.
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In the earlier context, the operativity of the interpersonal state of grace

was to be found in the new manner in which the faculties operated. The key
point here is that it did not involve the introduction of new faculties or even

new operations, but consisted, instead, of the introduction of new formal
objects for the faculties and the operations of which they were aheady
capable. Still, given Lonergan's analysis of levels of consciousness, in order
for him to affirm love as a 6fth level of consciousness, there wou.ld need to
be some new element or aspect, though not necessarily a new operation, that
still is operaliz,e.

The operativity in this case is to be found in the very introduction of
the new horizon, the broadening conceived in metaphysical terms as the
introduction of a new formal object.3s Insofar as love broadens the horizon
of conscious-intentional operation, it is operative in precisely the same way
that love was operative in Lonergan's scholastic theology of grace. That is,

it is operative insofar as it offers a larger horizon for operattons of zohich the

subject is alrcady capable.

Once the links are drawn between formal object and horizon, on the
one hand, and operativity and the introduction of a new horizon, on the
othet the key pieces are in place for the affirmation that love is a level of
consciousness. Now, in addition to the first four characteristics of a level
of consciousness that Lonergan affirmed in Method in Theology, love is
understood as operative. Just as, in metaphysical theology, sanctifying grace

was operative in its introduction of supernatural formal objects for the
faculties of intellect and will, so love, in a methodical theology, is operative
in its introduction of a new horizon.

An analysis of the historical development ofLonergan's position on love
reveals, in addition to the consistency of his position as outlined above, four
themes, threads, currents, streams (choose your metaphor) that remained
consistent both before and after the transposition. The key affirmation
is (1) that individual subjects exist as potency that can be actuated by

YMethod i Theology, 241.
$On the hansposition of 'formal obiecf as 'horizorL' see Bemard J. F. Lonerga&

"Georgetown University Lectures Notes, 1964: Dfferentiation of Methods I," pages 39905
in Early lthrls on Theological Mefhad l, vol22 of the Collected Works of Bernard Lonergary ed.
Robert M, Dolan and Robert C. Croken (Tolontoi Uaiversity ofToronto Press,2010), at 395.

presewes all [their] proper features and properties, and caries them
forward to a fuller realization r rithin a richer context.y
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a disproportionate actor. This actuation, then, is (2) interpersonal, (3)

concretely historical, and (4) a change in the world of meaning. Thus the

change in horizon fulfills that potency or openness, and it occurs through
concrete, historical changes in interpersonal relations that alter the world
mediated by meaning.

Standing upon these points and linled tentatively to Doran's work, I

was able to argue that the nature of love is such that the more authentically

one lov€s, the more one is lovable: gatia gratum t'aciens is ontologically

correlative to chariry and vice versa; memoria is the conscious-intentional

correlate to gratia gratum t'aciens; and, together with the iudgment of value

on the goodness of being so beloved, it spirates a dynamic state of being in
love giving rise to particular, ultimately peculiarly authentic, acts of 1ove.36

The operativity of God's grace, then, consists in the new horizon

within which self-presence, judgment of value, and the acts flowing from
the dynamic state of being in love occur, and the relations of love between

divine persons and human persons, as well as among human persons

under grace, are constituted by the change in self-presence, the judgment of

value, and the charitable acts. This horizon is what it is because of the new

interpersonal relations that are a changed state characterized by conscious,

nonintentional, subject-to-subject relations - a state oPerative Proximately as

an elevated fifth level of consciousness. Finally, the consciousness inherent

in this new state is the consciousness of an "us" or a "we," which is the

mutual self-presence of mutually self-mediating subiects that is distinct
(though not separate) from the self-presence of a single subject.3T

Initially, these relations are not fully authentic and they retain

characteristics that Doran would term intersubjective in a negative sense.

Still, as with any level, we Iearn to develop and ever more deliberately

shape the character of this level of consciousness. As something always

constitutive of our subjectivity to one degree or anothet this interPersonal

level is transcendental even in its concreteness and historiciry and the more

authentic our interpersonal relations become, the more we are drawn into
the divine good of order. To the extent that this depends upon the entry of
God's own meaning into the human world mediated by meaning, this is the

realization, under grace, of the Kingdom of God.

*Blackwood, "Love and Lonergan's Cognitional-lntentional Antiropolory" 25540.
3Blackwood, "Love and Loner8an's CoSnitional-lntentional Anthrcpolory" 254.
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Coxcrusror: Trrr Irrnrxsrc IxrglrrcrBrLrry or LovE

In the final section of this essay, I treat two points which contribute, in my
estimation, to a fuller account of the intrinsic intelligibility of love. The

first highlights the significant correspondence - a point that has not been

sufficiently accounted for - between the role that Iove plays in Doran's and
Lonergan's theology. The second centers this correspondence on the fifth
level of consciousness, which involves the central contribution from my
own work.

As I noted above, Lonergan's understanding of love displayed four
consistent aspects that wer€ present both in his scholastic theology and

in his cognitional-intentional analyses. To reiterate, those aspects are (1)

the fact that individual subiects are potency for disproportionate, higher-
order actuation, and that this actuation is (2) interpersonal, (3) concretely
historical, and (4) consists in a change in the world of meaning.

These four aspects are reflected in Doran's account of love inThe Trinity
in History. First, love plays a significant role in the four-point hypothesis.
For him, the Love of God poured into our hearts (Romans 5:5) is to be

understood as a relation, the created consequent condition of which is

sanctifying grace, and this gift initiates and grounds our participation in
the Trinitarian life as our new relation to the Holy Spirit participates in the
Trinitarian relation of active spiration. Doran is explicit that the four-point
hypothesis is a developm€nt on the medieval theorem of the supernatural;
thus, in relahon to the four aspects of Lonergan's understanding of love, the
hypothesis specifies more clearly the specifically disproportionate aspect of
the actuation of our potency.

Second, the very point of the four-point hypothesis is that we are

brought into new relations with the Trinitarian persons. Moreover, Doran's
position emphasizes that the Law of the Cross is the means by which new
interpersonal relations are established in history and that this is then the
key to redemption in history While the four-point hlpothesis provides
some clarification in terms of the interpersonal character of the new
relations that obtain, the Law of the Cross is a central conkibution in terms

of understanding the intelligibility of love with regard to interpersonal
relation. The fact that this interpersonal element is so central to the role of
Iove in Doran's theology highlights the similarity between his position on
Iove and the fourfold character of Lonergan's understanding of love.
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Third, for Doran, love is clearly in the realm of the historical and

concrete. This is evident in the centrality he gives to social grace and the scale

of values. These specify both the heuristics of value in the world mediated

by meaning and the entry of divine meaning into that structure of value.

For Doran, this is not an exercise in abstraction but a formulation of the

concrete intelligibility of value in hi slory. Theology and the Dialectics ot' History
is about the history that is concretely lived, rather than the history that is

written, and the understanding of history generated in that book provides

th€ general-categorical element in The Tinity in History, to which the four-

point hypothesis provides the principle special-categorical comPlement.

Finally, that concrete historical reality is, in fact, the world mediated by
meaning, and Doran is quite insistent that the entry of religious value effects

changes at the levels of personal, cultual, and social value. Simply put,

the world mediated by meaning changes as a result of the entry of divine
meaning. This change offers a concrete, historical solution to concrete,

historical problems and is rooted in a set of new interpersonal relations -
relations grounded in the supernatural fulfillment of our Potency that

constitutes our participation in the Trinitarian relations.

The second concluding point I wish to make has to do with the fifth
level of consciousness itself. To state it as briefly as Possible, the fifth
level of consciousness is concrete, historical, and interpersonal. It has to

do with horizons, and is, in the limit, the entry-Point of supernatural Iife

into our consciousness. It thus has to do with all of the key elements that

constitute Lonergan's and Doran's respective understandings of love. This

shows clearly that th€ position love occupies in Doran's theology is not
foreign to scholastic theology, but is, rather, a development and consequent

transposition from that horizon to the horizon of a methodical theology

grounded on cognitional-intentional analysis.

This is important for two reasons. First, it means that the move Doran

is making to socially and politically impactful Trinitarian theology is not a

simple rejection of older modes of Trinitarian theology, nor is it a move that

uses transposed "I-onerganian" language in a merely commonsense manner.

Instead, Doran's theology is solidly explanatory and the hansPosition

reflects a genuine genetic development that retains the achievements of
past theologies while drawing them into a Iarger horizon that includes later

developments.
Second, it means that the argument I developed in my dissertation
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provides the explanatory understanding of the fifth level of consciousness
that fills out love's role as lynchpin holding together all of these aspects.

While it is significant to affirm that love has to do with our potency for
disproportionate fulfillment through concrete, interpersonal relations
that change our horizons, it is yet more significant to be able to specify
the intelligible unity of these aspects. Insofar as one firds - at th€ fifth
level of consciousness - an element of consciousness that is intrinsically
interpersonal, concrete, historical, and by definition open to supernatural
interpersonal relations, one has a formulation of the intrinsic intelligibility
of love. Once this has been achieved, the reason for these four elements
in both Lonergan's and Doran's understanding of Iove is clear - these
are the constitutive elements of Iove - and one can affirm their intrinsic
connection with one another. Doran's linking of Trinitarian theology, human
subiectivity, and the constitution of our social and cultural values is not
simply an extension of Trinitarian theology, but a recognition of the intrinsic
intelligibility of love, which is interpersonal, historical, meaningful, and
ultimately a Trinitarian fr:lfillment of the very meaning of what we are.
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TwouLD FrRsr LrxE To ADDREsS rHE QUEsTIoN of what philosophers can

I learn from Lonergan's systematics of the Trinity. Then I will address

Irorn" q,.,"rtions thlt 
".ise 

for me as I ponder the proposed psychological

analogy put forth by Doran in his weighty work T/irify in History.'

The question about what philosophers can learn from Lonergan's

systematics of the Trinity is an inter€sting one because Lonergan often

tended to ask a similar question in reverse, "What can theologians leam from

philosophers?" In short, he Presumes that the task of philosophy pertains

to clarifying, developing, and implementing the philosophy of intentional

consciousness as a generalized empirical method, and that, the more

accurate is the account of the phenomenology of conscious intentionality,

the more adequate is the foundation for systematic theology. Conversely,

the more inadequate the account, the more one is burdened with distortions

in theological viewpoints. For example, I argued elsewhere that the naive

realist shows up in Catholic ecclesiology as the Pervasive attihrde that the

visible church is the one that is "already out there now real," visible in bricks

and mortar, vestments and miters.2

However, the reverse is also true - that an adequate psychological

analogy can give the philosopher insight into the adequate philosophy of

intentional consciousness. For example, I was impressed to learn reading

Aquinas's discussion of the process and scope of angels' understanding in

lhe Prima Pars, how one really gains an insight into human understanding,

lRobert M. Doran, Ifte Trinity in History: ATheology ol tle Dioine Missiotls, vol,7, Missions

4fld P/ocessions (Torcnto: University of Toronto Press, 2012).

'?John Dadosk, "lvho/what IslAre the Chuch(es)?" Heythrop lounal52, no.5 (2011)t 786.

@ 2013 John Dadosky
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especially when Aquinas contrasts the two approaches between human and
angelic understanding.

A second point regarding what philosophers can learn concerns the
notion of questioning. Lonergan's entire philosophy rests on the unrestricted
desire to know, and questions delineate the line or demarcation between
the various fields of human intellectual inquiry. The biochemist begins with
the questions that are outside of the purview of the chemist to answer, the
biologist begins with the questions that are outside of the repertoire of the
biochemist, and so on.

At Ieast two limiting questions (ther€ may be more) delineate the field of
philosophy from theology. The first, is the perennial question of evil, which
according to Lonergan's treatment at the end of chapter 18 oI Insight, aises
out of the incapacity of human beings for sustainable development, that is,

their incapacity to solve the problem of evil by their own natural abilities. It
follows, that the questions philosophers may ask about the solution to the
problem of evil cannot be answered satisfactorily by a philosophy and so
calls for a theological answer.

The second limiting question for philosophers was raised by Heidegger
(reiterating Leibniz) in the past century, "Why is there something and not
nothing?" Aside from the fact that the question is originally attributed
to Siger of Brabant, a medieval scholastic who would not have neatly
differenhated philosophy ftom theology, it seems that one cannot answer
the question without expressing a theological view whether it be a latent,
a problematic, or an explicit theological view (leaving aside ideological
and reductive responses to this question). Philosophers are interested
in theological questions whether they know it or not. Which opens onto
another kind of question: If the Trinity actually does exisL would not that
make it the most relevant inquiry that any human being could investigate?

Finally, the value of Lonergan's systematics ofthe Trinity for philosophers
is existential. As human beings, philosophers must at some point wonder
about their own personal fate. The fifth chapter of Lonergan's Triune God.:

Systematics d.escribes how human beings with sanctifying grace are wedded
to God intimately through the two missions, participating in each of the four
divine relations of paternity, filiation, active and passive spiration, as Doran
has elaborated on so well.3 Along these 1ines, Lonergan was apt to quote St.

rBemard J. F. Lonergan, Ihe Tiune Cod: Systefiatics, vot. 12 of the Collected Works of
Bemard Lonergan, trans. Michael G. Shields and ed. Robert M. Doran and H. Daniel Monsour
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Paul: "Nothing in all creation can separate us from the love of God in Christ

Jesus our Lord" (Romans 8:39).4

The presence of sanctifying grace, which indicates the indwelling of the

Holy Spirit urithin the lust and through Circumincession, implies also the
muh-ral indwelLing of the other two divine persons within the just. In other
words, as I tell my students, "if you are among the just (and Lonergan is
very generous in his understanding of the abundance of God's grace to all),
not only have you won the biggest lottery in the entire created order, but you
have won the only lottery in existence." Now isn't this much more attractive
than some Nietzschean eternal rehrrn?

Donas's PsvcxorocrcAL AIIALoGY

Doran's Trinity in History is a work not just to be read but one to be studied.

I will focus on one of the richest aspects of the text, his development of
Lonergan's psychological analogy of the Trinity in light of the so-called

fifth level of intentional consciousness, another significant development by
Doran of Lonergan's work. However, allow me first to summarize briefly
Lonergan's psychological analogy both in the ?i ne God: Systeffiatics andlhe
later development. I will try to put this in the language that those familiar

with his philosophy but perhaps not his theology can grasP what he is doin8.

Human beings are created in the image of God, that imate in its fullest

expression is to be found in the intellect and will of human beings, or their

understanding, judging and deciding. These acts in human intentional

consciousness are intellectual emanations (efianatio intelligibiles) as when a

concept or formulation proceeds from a grasP ofthe Possible intelligibility in
the data or when a judgment proceeds from the grasp of sufficient evidence

There are multiple such emanations in the human spirit and so Lonergan

chooses the intellectual emanations that are the "highest" expressions of
the human spirit, that is, those internal intelligible emanations wherein

act proceeds hom act (processio operati) rather than those emanations that

proceed from potency to acl (processio operationis). An examPle of the latter

would be at the level of understanding in a grasp of intelligibility - an

emanation of potency to act, as illustrated when Lonergan often stated,

(Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2007).

'Bemard J. E Lonergan, A secofid Collection, ed William F. Ryan and Bernard Tyrrell
(Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1996), 171.
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"insights are a dime a d.ozen," meaning they ar€ subsequent to the further
scrutiny of judgment. Since the emanations of processio operati are act
from act, they serve as a better analogv since there is no potency in God.i
Therefore Lonergan concludes that the best psychological analogy for
"understandinS" th€ two proc€ssions in God must be according lo the mode

of processio operati.6 l^ doing so, Lonergan effectively (at least for the most
part) limits the analogy of the processions to the level of judgment and to the
level of decision (grasp of value).

Having established all of this, Lonergan proceeds in the following
manner. From the two emanations he articulates the analogy for two
processions: the Word proceeds from the Father like a word proceeds from
a grasp of the evidence in judgment; likewise the Spirit proceeds from the
Father and the Son Iike a decision proceeds from a grasp of the evidence
and the judgment. I should note here, however, that Lonergan seems to be

straddling the judgment of fact and judgment of value in his early analogy.

In his later analogy, as well as in Doran's analogy, the iudgment of fact does
not seem to play a role, at Ieast directly.

On the basis of the two processions he goes on to articulate the four real
subsistent relations of paterniry filiation, active and passive spiration. From
these three distinct real relations he goes on to speak of the three persons:

Father, Son, and Holy Spirit. (It is important to note that the spirator - that
is, the Father and Son breathing forth the Holy Spirit - as one principle does
not constitute a fourth person of the Trinity.) Lonergan goes on to show how
the three divine persons relate to one another in chapter 4 and how they
relate to us in chapter 5. This leads him to speak of the two missions - one of
the Son and the other of the Holy Spirit. From this, according to Lonergan,
there follows the gift of grace, the indwelling, the lottery and the whole kit
and caboodle of our salvation.

Subsequent to Lonergan's work, those of us working in the tradition of
transpositional Thomism labor to develop the visible and invisible aspects
of those two missions operative in the created order.

It is perhaps significant that Lonergan approached the psychological
analogy differently in his later years, after the chapter on religion in Meihod

5Bernard Lonergan, Verbufi: Wril and ldea in Aquitts, vo]l.2 of the Collected Works
of Bemard Lonergan, ed. Frederick E. Crowe and Robert M. Doran (Toronto: Univeisity of
Toronto Piess, 1988), 107.

aThe Tiune God: Systen tics,145tt.
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in Theology hadbeen published. The later analogy from "Christology Today"

is one from the fourth (and fifth) Ievels of intentional consciousness. In
brief, the Father is analogous to originating love, the Son proceeds from the
originating Iove as judgment of value, expressing that love. The Holy Spirit
proceeds from the Father and the Son as originated love (acts of charity).7

Doran examines both of Lonergan's analogies in detail and poses a

crystallization of that analogy. He reengages Lonergan's analogies within
the Augustinian Eadition by bringing in an aspect not often highlighted
by Lonergan, memoria. If I have understood Doran correctly, the Father is

analogous to a principle oflove remembered or recollected in theAugustinian
sense of memorin, the Son proceeds from the Father as a judgment of value

expressing the content of that love, and the Holy Spirit proceeds from both

an act of charity from the recollected appropriated principle of looe and. the

judgment of aalue-I would like ask Doran to clarify and elaborate his reasons

for the need of a crystallization of Lonergan's respective analogies along

these lines. I would further ask for an elaboration of what he means by this

rzezoria and recollection.

I am curious about Doran's starting Point in his analogy for two
reasons: (1) Recollection and memory do not seem to figure into Lonergan's

philosophy of intentional consciousness at least very explicitly. (2) At the

risk of equivocating on the word mefiotia, I have been Puzzling over the

notion of memory in general. If we are to say that an act of remembering is

an intellectual emanation, then would it be an act of processio operationis, of
potency to act, or would it be one of processio operati,lrom act to act? I susPect

that an act of remembering is an act of processio opelationis, a procession from

potency to act. To the extent that this is the case, given that our memories

often fail, does this effect the strength of Doran's analogy in that it begirs

with the fruit or term of an intellectual emanation (that is, a recollection) that

derives from potency rather than from act?

Finally, given Lonergan's claim that th€ exercise of one's existential

autonomy provides the basis for the best analogy for considering the

likeness of intellectual emanations in God,8 would Doran comment on the

following question: Does this relegate the emanations pertaining to Ievels

TBernard 
J. F. Lonergan, "Ch stolosy Todar" l^ AThird Collection: PaWrc W Berna l F.

Lonergan, ed, Frcdei.k E. Crowe (Mahwah, NJ: Paulist Press, 19851 , 9U94 Dotan, Thc Ttiflity
in History,35- .

sThe Ttiune God: Systematics, 179-81 .
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prior to the fourth level to a lesser status for articulating the best possible
analogy of the Trinity?
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ff-l r. Lcr,vrry rv Hrsronv: A Theology of the Diuine Missions, volume 1,

I Missions and Processions, represents the first steP in Robert Doran's

I multivolume undertaking. When comPleted it should have a seismic

impact on contemporary discussions in pneumatology and in Trinitarian

theology. It is perhaps the most ambitious theological undertaking by a

student of Lonergan since David Trary's work in fundamental theology and

hermeneutics, carried out in the 1970s and 1980s. Missions and Processions

is a difficult but rewarding book to read. It represents the fruit of a mature

theologian who has not only mastered the complex and intellectually daring

work of Bernard Lonergan, but has also used this work to advance a bold

thesis about the relevance of the Spirif s mission for interreligious dialogue.

Few theologians writing today have the courage, discipline, and fortitude to

carry out such a demanding proiect.rlt is no overstatement, thery to aPPly

the descriptive "groundbreaking" to Doran's Missions and Processions.

It will be Ieft to experts in Lonergan, Aquinas, and in Trinitarian theology

to discuss the scope, problems, and merits of Doran's achievements in these

areas. My goal in the current essay is to reflect on Doran's use of the mimetic

theory associated with the French anthropologist and literary critic Ren6

Girard. More specifically, this review sets out to do the following: (1) assess

the place of Doran's contribution among recent engagements with Cirard

lAlrcady in 2002, Frederick La&'rence wrote of Dolan, "As far as I know amonS students

of LonergarL Robert M. Doran, SJ, has the most exitent,lucid, and dynamic SrasP ofsystematic
theology. What is so marvelous is that Bob not only talk about the nahrre of systematic

theology - he does it." See Lawrence, €ditor's Note," in vol. 17 ol lhe ltkergan Wkhop
,Jo nal (Chestnut Hill, MA: Boston College,2002), iii, The cur:rent conEibution only further
cements this claim.

O 2013 Grant Kaplan

METHoD: loumtl ol lhfiergan Stualies, n.s.
4.1 (2013)
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by students of Lonergan; (2) suggest several hermeneutical approaches to
Girard's corpus that might make students of Lonergan in particular, and
Catholic theologians in general, more positively disposed to Girard; (3)

evaluate Doran's integration of mimetic theory into chapters 9 and 10 of
Missions and Processions, with special attention to bridging what Doran
considers to b€ a significant disparity between a mimetic account of desire
and a Lonerganian account of the natural eros of knowing; (4) suggest a

possible solution to the impasse between a mimetic account of desire and
the importance of maintaining human autonomy in upholding the analogy
between habituation into charity and autonomous divine procession. This
essay appreciates Doran's robust appropriation of Girard. In addition, it
encourages an even warmer reception by Catholic theologians, both by
correcting misconceptions about mimetic theory and by highlighting the
compatibility between mimetic theory and orthodox theology. The stakes
are high: if mimetic theory really does what Girard thinks it does, then
theologians of Doran's caliber will increasingly find it helpfr:l for fulfilling
the biblical command "to make a defense to anyone who demands from you
an accounting for the hope that is in you" (1 Peter 3:15).

MrssroNs ,tvo PlocEssroNs rN LIGHr or Pnrvrous ENcecgMrNts

Missions and Processions continues the most serious engagement with
mimetic theory carried out over the last two decades by Lonergan scholars.
Although Doran is more positively disposed to mimetic theory than other
interlocutors, and although he offers a generous reading of Girard, still
more brush needs clearing for an open view of how Girard fits into Catholic
theology. It will be heIpful, even at the risk of not doing justice to some of
these authors, to recount briefly the "assessmenf' of Girard by students of
Lonergan.

Girard's corpus poses a number of problems for a theological audience
and requires perhaps a greater generosity than should be reasonably
expected. To put it another way, a negatively disposed engagement with
Cirard could, withouttoo much difficulry find a number of statementswhich
flatly contradict Catholic teachings about original sin, the New Testament
canon, human nature, cooperative grace, the saving work of Christ, and
the sacrifice of the mass. For nearly forty years Girard's work has raised

concerns among theologians, often with good reason. It is no surprise that
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such an adept $oup of theologians as Lonergan scholars would hiShlight
some of these concerns.

The remaining paragraphs of this section take up the critiques expressed

by Charles Hefling, Frederick Lawrence, and Neil Ormerod, keeping in mind
thatthisoverviewdoesnotcoveralltreatmentsbyLonerganscholars,oreven
the fulI range of engagement offered by these three authors. Hefling's essay,

"About What Might a 'Girard-Lonergan Conversation' Be?," levels several

acosations at mimetic theory'1According to Hefling, Girard's terminology
resides at the descriptive or commonsense level, for it provides examples

instead ofdefinitions (106). Failingto distinguish between commonsense and

understanding means that subsequent attemPts at will inevitably fall short

of what good theology is called to (107).3 Further, Girard's understanding of

the self as inter-dioidual puts him squarely in the Postmodern ePistemology

camp, meaning that talk of the subiect as substantial self must be taken with

a grain of salt (111-12). Hefling then notes that Girard's skepticism about

"sacrificial language" not only excludes Hebrells, but many other New

Testament passages as well (117-18).a Finall, Hefling's Girard succumbs to

a too textual attitude about Christianity, and thus repeats errors made in

the first half of the twentieth century by the notable Protestant theologians

Rudolf Bultmann and Karl Barth (100, 722; morc on this below). Although

Hefling notices many points of Possible convergence between Lonergan and

Girard, the overall tenor of his essay is cautionary5

Frederick Lawrence's engagement with mimetic theory occurs in a larger

paper connecting Girard with Eric Voegelin and Leo Strauss.6 Lawrence has

detected in Girard a modern anthroPological perspective first articulated in

rcharles Hefling, "About wllat Might a 'Girard-Lonergan Conversation' Be?," in vol 17

of the l,oneryan vhtlr,hop lolfial, ed..Fred lawtence (Chestnut Hill, MA: Boston Couege, 20r'J2):

91123.

There is an especiaUy acute concem amon8 Lonergan scholars that bad cognitional theory

leads to bad theology. For this Point in Doran, see Missiorls 4fi.1 Prccessions,376'28.

{Although Hefling acknowledges in this 2002 arhcle some awaleness that Girard had

changed his position on sacrifice to allow for the Soodness of "setf-sacrifice" (119) so that the

term could be rccovered, he then ovelstates his case: 'Nothing like that, to be sure, aPPears in
Girard's own w'itings" (120). Except it had, as detailed in the followint section of this article.

tHis earlier overview of James Alison raises some of these concems, but is on the whole
more laudatory: "A View from the Stelrt:James Alison's Theology (SoFar\," ArlslicafiTheological

Reuiru 81 l7999lt 689-710.

5ee Frederick tawrence, '?hilosophy, History and Apocalryse in Voegelin, Strauss, and
Girard," in Politics & Apocalypse, ed. Robert Hamerton-Kelly (East LansinS: MichiSan State

University Press, 2007), 9&137.
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Hobbes, and later expanded by Heidegger. Lawrence writes, "lfI have a hesi-
tation with regard to Girard's analysis, it is mimetic theory's apparent natu-
ralization of sin."7 For Lawrence, Christian theology must maintain a biblical
perspective on human nah-rre as part of God's creafion, originally good as

willed by God. If one confuses post-lapsum humanity with human nature
properly understood, then one will have virhrally no chance to understand
correctly how the supernatural relates to the natural. D€spite this qualifica-
tion, Lawrence seems more sanguine about the apologetic upside of mimetic
anthropology for Christian theology. His summary of Girard's understand-
ing ofthe biblical texts leads him to conclude: "What more could an orthodox
Roman Catholic theologian ask for!"8

Neil Ormerod provides a more sustained and tenacious engagement
with Girard. Besides his contribution in the cu[ent volume, two earlier
essays also engage mimetic theory.e In his 2004 article on sacrifice, Ormerod
declares, "For Girard, Christianity is in fact anti-sacrificial;" further the use

of sacrificial Ianguage in the tradition is "basically mistaken."lo Although
he acknowledges that in his later writings Girard had allowed for a more
positive appraisal of sacrifice, Ormerod does not deem this newer position
as a reversal, and still considers the anti-sacrificial position "dominant."
His 2013 essay also picks up the themes outlined by Lawrence and
Hefling: Girard's "darl(' anthropology falls outside of traditional Catholic
anthropology. Ormerod writes, "l think Girard's analysis is more at home
in a Protestant view of human nature as 'totally corrupf than a Catholic
one of human nature as 'sick and in need of healing."'tt These critiques
seriously call into question Cirard's own claims that his proiect "is a search
for the anthropology of the Cross, which turns out to rehabilitate orthodox

TSee Lawrence, "Philosophy, History, and Apocal,?se," 126. Lawrcnce also notes that
Cirard confirmed this reading in an infomal conversation at Boston College.

sl-awrence, "Philosophy, History and Apoca\?s€," 125.

T.,leil Ormelod, 'The Dual Language of Sacrifice in Christian Traditto ," Pacifica 77, rlo.
2 (2N4\: 159-69; "Desire and the Origins of Culture: Lonergan and Girard in Conversation,,,
Heythtop loumal lA Q013lt 7E+95.

LotCrmerod, ''The Dual Language of Sacri.fice," 162.

'rOrmerod, "Desire and the Origins of Culture," 789. lt should be noted that Hans UIs
von Balthasar made a similar point in his book review "Die neue Theorie von Jesus als dem
'Siindenbocl"' i^ Internationale kntholischc Zeitschift "Co/flmunio" 9 (1980): 184"85, when he
determines that Cirard's lack of natural theology makes his project "an extreme Protestant
thesis" (185).

26
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theology." r'z Although the section below is not intended to resPond dtectly
to each of the above critiques, it will answer some of questions that tyPically

arise when traditionally minded theology encounters mimetic theory

As commonly presented, there are three "steps" in mimetic theory The first
is the claim that our desires are given to us, more than generated by us.

This step corresponds to Cirard's first maior work: Deceit, Desire, and the

Nooel (1957). The second is that the potential for mimetic escalation and

rivalry posed too great a threat for the earliest human communities. For

these communities to survive, there needed to be an outlet - the scaPeSoat

mechanism, elaborated in Violence and. the Sacred (1972). This mechanism

became the foundation for all post-lapsum human culture. The final step

is that th€ Bible fully reveals the scaPeSoat mechanism. This revelation

fundamentally undercuts, as well as transforms, the religious edifice -
rituals, sacrifice, and mythic concealment - around which the scaPeSoat

mechanism was based. The third "Christian" Part, announced in Things

Hidden Since the Foundation of the Wrld (1978),had the most direct imPort for

Christian theology. Girard's openly Christian phase, beginning with Thfugs

Hidden, came aknost twenty years after his own conversion, during Holy

Week in 1959, which profoundly shaped Deceit, Desire, and the Noael. Cilard
should be taken at his word, then, when he declares, "All of my books have

been written from a Christian perspective."13

Given the constraints of the curent essay, the remaining paragraphs in
this section focus on two questions: Does Girard still regard Christianity as

antlsacrificial, as h e did inThings Hidden ? Further, is Girard's understanding

of mimetic desire compatible with orthodox Christian anthropology? The

first question is best answered by looking at the correspondence between

Cirard and Ra).rnund Schwager (1935-2004), the Austrian theologian.

Schwager, a Jesuit, was the first Christian theologian to take up Girard's

theory and apply it to theology, which he did in his 1978 book, Must There Be

Scapegoats? During the years that Schwager was working on this book, the

t'1Rend Girard, The Girud Readet, ed.larrres Wllliams (New York Clossroad, 1996), 288.

'rRend Girad, Eattlir8 to lhe End: Cofile$atiorls uith Beiait Chafitre , vans. Mary Baker (East

Lansing: Michigan State University Press,2010), 196.

A Hrnprrxrurrcanv GrNrnous Appnoecn ro Grn-ano
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two began a correspondence that became a friendship.la
Schwager and Cirard approached the question of sacrifice from two

different perspectives. As a systematic theologian and Catholic priest,
Schwager knew that one could not expurgate "sacrifice" from Christian
theology. Girard came at the matter differently. After discovering the
importance of sacrifice for archaic religion and connecting the obiect of this
sacrifice with a false god, Girard's discovery of the fundamental difference
between biblical revelation and mythic conceaknent predispos€d him to
identify the essence of Christianity as anti-sacrificial. Schwager knew, for
instance, that Hebrews spoke positively of sacrifice, and that the Council
of Trent had anathematized all who denied that the mass was a true and
proper sacrifice.rs Already in 1,977, Schwarger realized that, in order for
Girard's theory of the scapegoat mechanism to be integrated into Catholic
theology, it would require further distinctions regarding sacrifice, especially
pertaining to Hebrews. He was unable to convince Girard before the
publication of Things Hidden in 1978 that the gospels made it possible to
think about sacrifice differently.l6 Indeed, the epistolary record indicates
that Schwager's promphngs inclined Girard to argue more forcefully in
Things Hidden how Hebrews reverts to a sacrificial logic that the gospels had
overcome,'7

In time, the persistent efforts of Schwager helped Cirard to revise
significantly his conception of how to relate sacrfice to the cross. Over the
past twenty years, Girard has consistently reiected, without equivocation,
the position for which he had advocated in Things Hidden. The first public

raThe corespondence is to appear shortly. My knowledge of it comes ftom attending
the 2013 AAR session on this colrespondence, as well from reading the articles that rcsulted
from the session: James Williams, "Dialogue on Sacifice and Orthodoxy: Reflections on the
Schwager-Girard Correspondence," 47-54; Mathias Moosbrugger, "Raymund Schwager,s
Maieutics: 'Mimesis and Freedom' and the Transfornation of Ren6 Ctard," 5 5; and
J6zef Niewiadomski, "Step-by-Step: On the Way to the Rehabilitation of the Sacrifice in the
Correspondence between Raymund Schwager and Ren6 Girard," 67-74 in Cofitagiotl 21
(2014). For the most thorough tleaknent of the sacrifice question in Schwager and Ctald,
see Moosbrugger, Die Rehabiliferug des Opfets: Zum Ddilog zuischcn Refii Cirad ufid Rnwund
Schwoger um die Angemesseflheil der Rede oon Opfet i chrktlicha Konfert (lnnsbruck Tyrolia
Verlag, 2014), my review of which appears in the December 2014 issue of Theological Studies.

rtcouncil of Trent, Session 22, Canon 1: "5i quis dixerit, in Missa non offerri Deo ,'arufi s,
propri m sacifcium, a$t quod oferri non sit aliud quam nobis Chrishrm ad manducandum da!i:
anathema sif, (Denzinget 1751).

l6Niewiadomski, "Stepby-Step," 6&9.
17See Ren€ Girard, Ilings Hiddell Since the Foufidatiofi ot' the \lhrld, trans. Stephen Bann and

Michael Metteer (Stanford, CAr Stanford Universitv Press, 1987), 224-31.
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manifestationof this revision came inhis 1993 interviewwith RebeccaAdams,

where he stated of his reading of Hebrews, "I was completely wrong," and

'Tha(s the one pafi olThings Hidden that I would like to change."18 Two years

latet in a Festschrift for Schwager, Girard penned an essay that unpacked

his Iaconic statement in the Adams interview.le Here Girard unequivocally

declares that Christianity is not essentially anti-sacrificial, but instead self-

sacrificial: "I saw the logic of Schwager's argument, but I could not bring
myself to approve it. It aroused in me a feeling of unease that over time
grew fainter and finally disappeared."2o Girard later declared: "We have

then to use the word 'sacrifice' as self-sacrifice, in the sense of Christ. [. . .]

No greater difference can be found: on the one hand, sacrifice as murder; on

the other hand, sacrifice as the readiness to die in order not to ParticiPate in
sacrifice as murder."'z1 Still, despite Girard's reversal, the damage was done:

in his most cited book, he gave the impression of wanting to conform the

Christian canon to his own understanding about Christianity's true essence.

The evidence now available - interviews, letters, and Cirard's own writing -
make it harder if not possible to maintain that Girard's position on sacrifice

does not adhere to traditional Catholic teaching.

The question of the compatibility between Girard's notion of mimetic

desire and orthodox teachings about human freedom and the nafural desire

for God, is, admittedly, a tougher nut to crack. Cirard's understanding of
desire, as well as his notion of the scapegoat mechanism and its universality,

have led many to conclude, along with Ormerod, that Girard posits a dark,

agonistic worldview rife with violence.

The most helpful way to get a better handle on Girard's theory of desire

is to und€rstand his proiect as a reaction against Romanticism. The French

lille of Deceit , Desire , and the Noael brings out this Point in the wordplay that

contrasts romantic "decei(' (mensonge roffia tique) with novelistic "truth"
(at/it( rofianesque). By insisting on mimesis, Girard means to deconstruct the

tsRebecca Adams: 'aiolence, Difference, Sacrifice: A Conversation with Ren6 Gi!ard," in
Religion and Literature 25, no. 2 (Summer 1993): ll-33, at 28-29.

15ee Girard, 'Mimetische Theorie und Theologie," in Voil Fluch und Segm der Silndenbdckc,

ed. J6zef Niewiadomski and Wolf8ang Palaver (lnnsbruck Kulturver& 1995), 1129. This Piece
was also republished as part of the 2001 French oriSinal of TIP Onc W Whon Scandal Cornes,

kans. M. B, DeBevoise (East Lansing: Michigan State University Press, 2014), 33-48. Before 2014,

howevet thele was no EnglishJanguage version of this translation.
xcited fuornThe One By Whoit Scofldal Comes, y
':1Ren6 Girard, E.,ofutiofl ond Cofloersion: Diqlogues ofi the Otigifi of Callate (London: T & T

Clatk, 200n , 215.
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Romanticism that Fred Lawrence captured in his 1993 article on Lonergan
and the postmodern subject. He writes: "The Romantic subject is deep,

because it likes to feel its own feelings, which are inexhaustibly deep. [. . .J

The inner feelings of the Romantic subiect are so deep that they can only be
discovered by expressing them through imagination."z2 This sense that our
choices express something about our identity - a notion perfectly captured
in I-Tunes - filters all the way down: fashion, music, friends, and profession
are understood in our culture as means to express individual uniqueness.ts

Girard's work challenges the sometimes naive assumptions about the
purported enclosed existence of the individual.

It is often unacknowledged how HegelianGirard is, yet this Hegelianism
helps clarily Girard's anti-Romanticism regarding the individual.r{ In
Hegel's steps toward higher consciousness, one passes through various
phases, many of which are deeply enmeshed in the self's assessment of the
other. Girard has poked and poked at one element of self-consciousness,
perhaps that element most liable to be taken as self-generated: desire. Girard
deconstructs the notion of the self that presumes to arise ftom within us.
Mimetic desire, as opposed to a Romantic anthropology, sees the human
individual as "inter-dividual": there is no self before the Other Or as James
Alison says, 'The other is always anterior to me."2s Therefore culture
educates desire. The Catholic theologian Paul Griffiths makes this point
more succinctly than any passage I have found in Girard:

Culhrre educates desire. Desire without culture's pedagogy is intense
but inchoate, unformed, without goal or purpose: the newborn sucks as

the nipple touches its lips . . . its eyes move to light. . . . Everything else
is taught and learned. . . . Here you fall to your knees, there you curse,
this is disgusting, that is beautiful.26

2Frederick Lawrence, 'The Fragility of Consciousness: Lonergan and the Posknodern
Concern for the Othet" Theological Studies 54, no. 1 (1993): 51.

aFor an exquisite account of how Romanticism impacted our undeEtanding of genius, see
Darrin McMahon, Dioifie Fury: A History ol Geni s (Philadelphiar Basic Books,2013).

lFor Girard's reflections on his Hegeliadsm, see Battlirlg to the End,30,
rJames Alison, Irre,foy ol Being Wiong: Original Sin through Eastet Eyes (New York Crossroad,

1998),30.

':6Paul J. Griffiths, "Cultule's Catechumens and the Church's Task," i^ Handing ofl the Faith:
TIE Chufch's Missiofi and Challmge, ed.. Robert P Imbelli (New York Herder & Herder, 2006),
4*6.
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Above the appetitive, instinctual level, human wants and perceived

needs are learned rather than imagined ex nihilo.

The anti-Romantic bent of Girard's proiect has led many to regard

mimesis as fundamentally sinful, and mimetic theory as a denial of
human freedom. Neither of these conclusions need follow from Girard's

anthropology. Girard himself has affirmed the goodness of mimesis as

well as the reality of human freedom. The mimetic nature of the human

brain explains the enhanced capacity for both good and evil. Girard's most

sustained exploration of this capacity has focused on violent escalation, but
the theory itself offers a single explanation for human virtue and vice. Of its

positive outgrowth Girard writes, "Human beings are essentially mimetic,

saintliness is mimetic, innovation is mimetic."27 The goodness of mimesis is

not unqualified, yet human mimetic caPacity is Part of God's creative plan.

Girard continues by humorously contrasting the biblical with the modern

accounL "In the Gospels, everything is imitatioo since Christ himself

seeks to imitate and be imitated. Unlike the modern gurus who claim to be

imitating nobody, but who want to be imitated on that basis, Christ says,

'Imitate me as I imitate the Father""8 The same caPacity that allows the

highest form of ethical life to take root - imitation of Christ - also explains

the frequent departures from God's intention for humaniry

Even if man the initator is not sinfully inclined through the mimetic

capaciry the question still remains whether the human being is ethically

free, or just simply a puppet?2e Girard answers "I'm not saying that there's

no autonomous self. I'm saying that the Possibilities of the autonomous self

are always hindered by mimetic deske and by a false individualism whose

?Rend Girard, lMm These Things Begin, trans. Trevor Cribben Merrill (East LansinS:

Michigan State Unive$ity Press,2014),46. As Doran's quotation on PaSe 310 illustrates, there

has persisted a doubt among Lonergan scholars about the Soodness of mimesis. Hefling
acknbwledges that mimesis can also be Positive, but wants to downgrade this Point when

he writes, "Mimesis, for example, is not (ifl later works) always or inva ably acquisitive and

rivalrous. But to say 'not always or invariably' amounts to writing a blank check" (Charles

Hefling, "AboutWhat Might a 'Cirard-Lonergan Conversation' Be?," 105). Fo! a more ProPerly
neutral a*iculation of mimesis by a Loner8an scholat see Malk T. Millet "Imitating Christ's
Cross: Lonergan and Cilard on How and Whr" i^ Heythtop lournal 54 (20131: 859-79' at 869:

"ln itself, mimesis is not necessatily Positive or negative " Doran has it both ways, following
Hefling: '"There is, then, a radical ontological sickness at the core of mimetic desire" (210), and

Miller: 'Now mimesis in itself (or in the abskact) is neuEal" (212).

rcftard, when These Things Begin, 47 .

'Jean-MichelOughouiia,ThePrppetofDesirc:ThePsychologyolHwleria,Possession,and
Hyprosis, tran5. EuSene Webb (StanIord, CA: StanJond University Pless, 1991).



appetit€ for differences tends to have a leveling effect."s This qualification is
important, especially in light ofhis diagnosis ofthe Romantic worldview: "In
Romanticism, there is an excessive belief in individual autonomy."3rMimetic
theory qualifies the Romantic impulse, especially the impulse that correlates
society with human sinfulness, and a person detached from that society as

pre-lapsarian. Or as Allan Bloom puts it in his summary of Rousseau, "The
trouble with man comes fuom society, not from nature."32 Mimetic theory
calls into question the theoretical separation of the individual from society
that so enthralled modem political theory

In its most basic contours, Girard's account seems compatible with
Catholic understandings of human freedom, which the Catechism ol the
Catholic Church calls "limited and fallible" as a consequence of original sin
(no. 1739). Aquinas, a thinker with a robust affirmation of human freedom,
locates a threefold good of nature: its principles (nature), an inclination to
virtue, and the gift or grace of original justice.33 Although the first good re,
mains after the Fall, the second is diminished, and the third disappears en-
tirely. For Aquinas, we are naturally habituated into the virtue for which we
were created, but after the Fall, although the natural capacities remain, the
concupiscent moral impulse inclines toward evil. This understanding builds
on the Augustinian account, in which the post{apsum human, burdened
by an original sin already present at birth, needs divine grace to live and to
achieve her natural end. Thus the Council of Trent, Sessions 5 and 6, con-
firms both Augustine and Aquinas when it insists on the need for this grace
(Denzinger, 1515, 1525, 1528).

Gruno lNo Fnrsoolr IIv MrssroNs ,cNo PnocEssroNs

Even if one accepts Girard's qualification of human freedom, it would not
foreclose the possibility that Lonergan corrects Girard regarding the natural
desire for God. Girard's notion of mimetic desire seems incompatible with
Lonergan's articulation of the eros of knowing, which he describes as the
"pure, detached, disinterested, and unrestricted desire to know."3{ Girard's

lGirard, Whm These Things Begia, 12.
3tciard, Battling to the End,33.
3'1Ala Bloor^,Lfi)e and Fnendsrip (New York Simon & Schustet 1993), 44.
BAq]Jinas, Surnna Theologiae l-Il, q.85 a.7
rBemard Lonergan, "Openness and Religious Experience," in Collection, ed. Frederick

E. Crowe (New York Hende! and Herdet 196n,199; Doft p]uts it thusly: ',I have spoke of

32 Mnuoo: Journal of Lonergan Studies
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works elide a discussion of eros, a term which serves as the driving force

for Lonergan's account of how the human being comes to know. The r.r'ind

behind these sails comes to a near stop if all human desiring, especially

desiring for knowledge and for the good, is derivative of mimetic desire.

Doran notes: "For Girard our desires are elicited, not natural" (198). This
includes the desire to know, which for Lonergan, following Aristotle, is

^atuJal 
(Metaphysics I, i) .

Despite the apparent incommensurability of these arguments, Mlssiors
and Processions sets outtoreconcile them, chapter9, whichaccurately describes

mimetic desire (205-11). Its import is also underlined by Doran when he

writes, "The theological significance of Girard's work is momentous." A
few sentences later, after mentioning the theological appropriation carried

out by such scholars as James Alison, he adds, "If aU these statements are

true, then any systematic theology that purports to be a theological theory of
history must take Girard's work with utmost seriousness" (214). At the end

of this paragraph Doran even hopes that fuhrre understandings of grace will
tease out its "interdividual" qualities. He reads Girard's account of human

desiring, and the level of consciousness that mimetic theory provides,

as providing positive and even kansformative elements to Loner8an's

cognitional theory After recalling that "No one, not even the greatest saint,

Iives in that realm untroubled serene, free of temPtation and distortion"
(201). Doran elaborates, "Amont contemporary authors, Ren6 Girard in
particular has called our attention to the extremely precarious nature of any

human claims to autonomous subiectivity" (203).

Here Doran's willingness to supplement Lonergan with Girard seems at

odds with his concern to uphold human autonomy. This previous citation

puts on shaky ground claims to "autonomous Procession" so central to

Lonergan's insistence about the way human beings freely resPond to the

promptings of theHolySpirit (Romans 5:5 - "God's love has been poured into

our hearts through the Holy Spirit" - do€s for Lonergan what Romans 3:24

did for Luther!). Doran's own theology of conversion helps clear a path

through this thicket.
Longtime readers of Doran know the importance of the category of

"psychic conversion," which Doran uses to fill out Lonergan's categories

the vagaries of desire, and especially of desires that would interfere with the unfolding of the
transcendental, spiritual autonomous, active desire for being and value, the pure, unrestricted,
detached, disintelested desire fo! what is, what is true, and u,hat is good" (197),
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of intellechral, moral, and religious conversion. The psychic element, writes
Doran, "connect[s] spiritual intentionality with the energic resources, the
primordial intersubjectiviry the tidal movement, the passionateness of
being," with the "intentional operations" that together constitute conscious
operations (7-8). Mimetic theory puts meat on the bone of these categories
in a far superior way than Freudian or Jungian analysis did. Doran
summarizes, "Cirard has introduced a necessary hermeneutics of suspicion
into the proiect of self-appropriating initiated by Lonergan, a hermeneutics
that is probably the best categorial articulation to date of what my own
work has anticipated heuristically by speaking of psychic conversion"
(224). Conversion, therefore, does not occur when a purportedly pristine
self blocks out the other, in the mode of the Romantic hero, but rather when
a self allows the intrusion of "another Othe/' who donates gentle landing
space for the newly discovered self. The question remains, however, to what
extent Girard's notion of a desire learned from another undermines the
possibility of an "autonomous spiritual procession that alone qualifies as

an analogue for divine procession" (225). This procession lies at the heart
of Doran's theology of mission, the central subject of Th e Trinity in History.35

This point will be picked up in the concluding section of the essay.

Mimetic theory also contains radical soteriological consequences, which
Doran seeks to integrate into Lonergan's Christological writings.36 Doran
uses Lonergan's somewhat underdeveloped dialectic of "sacralization" and
"secularization" as a heuristic to understand the movement of progress and
redemption in history Both Girard and Lonergan include a strong moral
element in their theologies of the cross. Lonergan articulates this element
in thesis 17 of De Verbo Incarnato: "Divine wisdom had ordained and divine
goodness has willed, not to do away with the evils of the human race
through power, but to convert those evils into a supreme good according
to the just and mysterious Law of the Cross" (231). To this statement
Doran appends a quotation from Girard, stating that, according to divine
plan, the long reign of evil would be overcome through the cross. In this
rendering, Girard outlines with greater precision the evil that is overcome -
"[Girard's] model of mimetic desire, contagion, and rivalry contributes

sDoran reiterates this point in the concluding chapter, especially pages 337-38.
rThe most rigolous application of mimetic theory to soteriology. in my mind, is found in

Mark Heim's Saoed rtom Sacifce: ATheology of fhe Cross (Grand Rapids, MI: Wm. Eerdmans,
2005).
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to our understanding of the concrete dynamics entailed in the Law of the

Cross" (245) - while Lonergan gives a thicker theological account of the

consequences of that overcoming by connecting the cross with deification

and the communion of saints (236).

Doran also highlights a corresponding model of redemption in Girard

and Lonergan. Both thinkers offer modern versions of the "Christus Victor"

type that Gustav Aul6n trumpeted as an alternative to the Anselmian
(penal atonement) and Abelardian (exemplary) types.37 Doran writes, 'The

Cirardian perspective u/ould agree with Lonergan that God the Father

raised Jesus ftom the dead precisely as a manifestation of the 'victory' of

th€ cross" (237). In this chaPter Doran draws a tighter connection between

Lonergan and Girard, at least in terms of their understanding ofredemption,

than given in his 2010 article on the topic.38

On the near shore of any soteriology must lie an account of human

sin from which liberation or salvation comes. Both Lonergan and Girard

develop vocabularies to understand with greater accuracy the nature of

human sinfulness. Lonergan's account of bias in InsiSftt distinguishes

between individual, group, general, and dramatic forms of bias.3e Lonergan

uses these terms to explain how human individuals and groups "sin against

the tight." Bias names how the human cognitional process goes off the

hacks. Doran helpfully locates Girard's mimetic desire within Lonergan's

dramatic bias, noting how much of an improvement Girard is on Freud,

who had served as Lonergan's examPle in lrsiSftf:

3TGustaI Aul6n, Chtislus victor: Afl Historicdl Study ol lhe Thfte Mtin Types of the ldea of

Atonenefit, tans. A. G. Hebert (New York Macmillan, 1969)

nsee Robert M. Doran, '"The Nonviolent Ctoss: Lonergan and Ctard on RedemPtion,"

Thcologicat Stldies 71 (2010): 46-61. Doran w tes, "In the Pr€sent case, LoflelSan's 'Law of the

Cross' is an upper blade, while Girard's notions of acquisitive mimesis, mimetic rivalry and

violence, and the victim mechanism provide at least some of the data that the uPPer blade

allows the theologian to organize into an understanding of this Particular dockine" (51).

Missions and Pftcessiofis jettisons the language of "uPPer and lower blades" while continuin8 to

maintain, as did the 2OlO article, that mimetic theory helPs fill in Lonergan's heuristic structure
("The Nonviolent Cross, 59). It should be noted that Doran also integrates another article on
Lonergan and Girard inlo Missions a il Processtors, chaPter 10: Doran, "Lonergan and Girard
on Sacralization and Desacralization," ln R.o sla Ponryuesa de Filisofa 63 (200D: 1171-1201. This
article indicates greater continuity in Doran's thinldng through these toPics.

'Bemard Lonergan, Insight: A Stud! ol Hunan Undostandi 8 (New Yotk Longmans,

Greery 7957), 791-206, 2'18-32.
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[Gi-rard's] understanding of the dynamics of what, following Lonergan,
we may call dramatic bias, the bias of unacknowledged motivation,
exposes its mechanism in a manner that is almost epochal in its cultural
implications. In Insight, Lonergan relied on a modified Freudianism to
expound what he meant by dramatic bias. But Girard goes far more
directly to the source and root of a specifically psychogenic religious
aberration and departure from coherence (248).{

{for a recent assessment by Girard on the relationship between mimetic theory and
Freudian analysis, see Wen These Things Begin,105-12.

{lTwo thoughtful essays by John Dadosky also take significant steps towards such an
apprcpriation: 'nvoman without Emy: Toward Reconceiving the lmmaculate Conceptio&,,
Thrological Studies 72 (2011): 15-40; "'Naming the Demon': The ,Structure, of Evil in Lo;ergan
and. Citrard," Iish Thcological Quarte y 75 (2010):35.}72,

"Hefling, "About What Might a 'Cirard-Lonergan Conversation, B e? ,,, 7OO-702, 72G23.

Like tectonic plates, these factors can affect our the cognitional process
more than strictly intellectual accounts of human knowing often recognize.
Mimetic theory which underscores how deeply the individual receives
an identity from an Other, colors in more accurately and more boldly the
elements of dramahc bias that explain patterns of sin and cycles of decline.
Cirard answers fofi what we arc saved through the cross.

From these examples it is easy to understand why Doran has sought
to integrate mimetic theory into his ambitious undertaking. Missions and.

Processions offers the fullest and most generous appropriation of Girard by
any Lonergan scholar to date.al Despite all that this book does to positively
dispose Lonergan students to Girard, I hope that additional suggestions
might further encourage this reception. In the concluding pages of chapter
10, Doran echoes Hefling's assertion that Girard emphasizes texts at the
cost of events (254).a2 After mentioning that Girardians should be less
skeptical about affirming authentically sacred elements in non-biblical
religions, Doran returns to the textual difference, ,,1 think ultimately that
Lonergan could ask of Girard only that he transcend the emphasis on texts
to focus on the events that the texts narrate and th€ history in which those
events occurred" (255). This point is not fleshed out, and it comes with no
corresponding citation from Girard that would demonstrate a prioritization
of the texts over the event of the passion. Hefling, who expounded on this
point in greater detail, remarked that Cirardians have mostly done biblical
theology, that is, exposition of biblical texts. The New Testament, howevet
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provokes further questions, such as the questions Doran addresses in this
book, and biblical theology cannot answer all of them. Thus Girard's project

has a gaping lacuna, according to Hefling and Doran.

The Iast two paragraphs of Hefling's essay sharpen his critique by
extrapolating on the deleterious consequences of such a textual approach.

He claims that Girardians, like Barthians and "all theologians who immerse

themselves in texts," are dangerously inclined toward a "Functional
Binitarianism [... which] affirms the divinity of Christ (as Girard does),

so that there are in some sense two who are divine."'3 Hefling vastly

overstates his case here, and it appears that Doran follows him, even if
only impressionistically. Initiates in mimetic theory know that Girard has a

robust pneumatology InThe Scapegoat Girard writes, "The Spirit is working
in history to reveal what Jesus has already revealed, the mechanism of the

scapegoat, the genesis of all mythology, the nonexistence of all gods of
violence."a In addition to this text, I suggest the following as well; I See

Satan FalI Like Lightning, Things Hidden, and James Ahson's Knowing lesus,

all of which deal specifically with the role of the Holy Spirit, especially

as expounded in John's lerm paraclete. Whatever the faults of Girard as

a Christian thinker, Functional Binitarianism is not one of them. And if
Binitarianism follows necessarily from a too textual approach, then one

would need to revise the iudgment that Girard emphasizes texts over events

if his pneumatology is acknowledged.

Coscrusror..

Previous sections of this essay have referred obliquely to autonomous

procession, for which human consciousness serves as an analogue of divine
autonomy. In the concluding chapter of Missions attd Processions, Doran
states:

Even the autonomy of human consciousness, which supplies the

analogy for the divine processions, is subordinate ,1o, to |ny object, ar.d,

we might add in the context of our considerations from Girard, not to
dHefling, "About What Might a 'Cirard-Lonergan Conversation' Be?," 122.

{Ren6 Girard, The Scalegoaf, trans. Yvonne Freccero (Baltimore, MD: The Johns HoPkins
University Press, l9E6), 207. Fo! a summary of Girard's theology of the Holy Spirit, s€e my
essa, "Saint vs. Hero: Ren6 Gtard's Undoing of Romantic Hagiology," in Postnadem Saifits ol
F/arce, ed. Colby Dickinson (T & T Clark/Continuum,2013), 153-67.
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any m€diator of obiects, but only to the infinite subject in whose image it
is made and which it is bound to imitate. lts autonomy resides precisely
in the image in which it is made, the image of divine autonomy
understanding, affirming, and loving; its authenticity resides in its
fidelity to that image. (338)

Eci'iajd, When These Things Begin,72

This quotation pack a strong punch and also refracts the erotic quality
ofknowing so central to Lonergan's cognitional theory This statement forces

readers to revisit the commensurability between Lonergan and Girard that
played a central role in earlier chapters. At this iuncture, besides pointing
the preceding section of this essay in order to suggest how mimetic theory
might contribute to a theology of divine mission, it behooves us to return to
an interview with Girard where he qualifies his understanding of mimetic
desire. Girard says that that mimetic phenomena tlterest him because of
their wide application. He goes on to add: "But I'm not saying that they
exclude all other types of explanation. For example, I believe in the love that
parents have for their children, and I don't see how you could interpret that
love in a mimetic fashion." His interlocutor then asks whether all desire is
religious, to which Girard responds, "All desire is a desire for being."s Here
we have the inchoate basis, I believe, for the possibility of a love that exists
apart from the vagaries of mimesis, and a desire unrestricted in the sense

insisted on by Doran and Lonergan.
In the history of theological schools, those which turn inward and

become self-referential inevitably grow stale. As an eager pupil of the
Girardian school, and an occasional interloper in the school of Bernard
Lonergan, I am doubly thankful to Doran. It is not inconceivable that a

North American Jesuit could compel a rethinking of eros among Girardians
that recalls how an earlier, Austrian Jesuit compelled such a reconsideration
by Girard himself.
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WHY LONERGANIAN PHILOSOPHERS SHOULD

READ LONERGAN'S AND DORAN'S THEOLOGY

lames L. Marsh

Fordham Unioersity

fu rxrs essev I rxplonr rHE QUEsrtoN, "Why should Lonerganian

! philosophers read Lonergan's and Doran's theology?" Such a question is

I rooted in my own experience of redly getting into Lonergan's theology

after retiring from Fordham in 2005, truly one of the best things that has

happened to me in retirement. Because of the University of Toronto Press,

we have access to many of Lonergan's writings on theology, and more are

on the way.

As a result, I had the sense when reading Lonergan on theology of only

having half-known him before I started such reading. I realized that, in
addition to being a philosopher and a methodologist, Lonergan tfuoughout

his life was a practicing theologian and that his main philosophical and

methodological works, Izslght and Method in Theology, are linked to

and motivated by his work as a practicing theologian. Such reading also

enabled me to see in the theological work at least a partial verification of

the claims of Method in Theology, which might otherwise seem too abstract

and programmatic. "Indeed," one might ask, "is Method in Theology on the

right track?" 'Yes," Lonergan might reply, "it is on the right track because I
have been using and practicing some of its tenets in the doing of theology,

especially in the 1950s and 1960s-"

Thus, we develop a more concrete and robust sense of the way Insight

and Method in Theology emerge out of issues that arise in his teaching and

writing theology, and that his theology as that develops over the years is

more and more informed by philosophical and theological method. Not
perfectly, of course, because the language is often metaPhysical rather then

phenomenological, is often in Latin initially, and is not, at Ieast initially,
grounded in method.

@ 2013 James L. Marsh
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At this point, enter Robert Doran, whose name is not totally unfamiliar
to members ofthis audience. He is well-known as an interpreter of Lonergan,
a co-editor of the collected works of Bernard Lonergan, and an original
philosopher-theologian basing himsel{ on Lonergan but going beyond him
to speak in his own voice. As Doran himself says on the hrst page of rNhat ls
Systematic Theology?, "I am speaking in my own voice and not primarily as

an interpreter of Lonergan."l
When I first read Theology and the Dialectics of Hisrory in the early 1990s,

I asked myself whether there was a more important Lonerganian book, by
anyone other than Lonergan himself. Its range, sweep, and originality were
and are impressive. Having read the works on psychic conversion, which
addition to the pantheon of conversions Lonergan himself endorsed, I was
prepared for the further discussion of psychic conversion. What came as

a pleasant surprise was the importance of criticizing and overcoming
imperialism or neo-imperialism, and linking that overcoming to a

preferential option for the poor. Since I was already moving in a similar
nefarious direction in my own work, I felt encouraged and confirmed in
such a choice. To be self-appropriated and to be converted intellectually,
morally, religiously, and psychically, is by implication to be committed to
a critique and overcoming of imperialism, both capitalist and state socialist
versions, and to a preferential option for the poor.z

This current volume on the Trinity in history follows the two earlier
volumes in theology by Doran.3 Also, Doran int€nds at Ieast one more
volume on the Trinity in history. This current work further establishes him
as a maior, important voice on the contemporary theological scene, perhaps
the most important, in North America.a

The core claim in this volume in systematic theology is that there is a
unified field structure in theology, which has two main aspects, a four-point
hypothesis concerning Christianity and a theory of history. The four-point

lRobert M. Doran, lM& t k SysteflaticTheologyT (Toronto; University of Toronto Press, 2005),
3.

':Robert M. Doran, Theology dtld thz Diolectics of History (Torcntot University of Toronto
Press, 1990, 2001), 116-18, 421-39. For Lonergan s endoEement of psychic conversation, see
hjs Philosophical and Theological Pape61955-1989, vol. 17 of the Collected Wolks of Bemard
Lonergan, ed. Robert C. Crcken and Robert M. Doran (Toronto: University of Tolonto Prcss,
2004), 390.

Namely, the aforemenno edTh?olory a d thr Dialectics of History,Doran's own velsion of
fundamental theology, and Whnt k Systetwtic Theolou?

aDoia, Theology and tht Diolectics of History, 77-39.
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hypothesis links four supernatural, created realities in the human being to

different relations in God: Chrisfls secondary act of existence to Paternity,
sancti$/ing grace to active sPiration of the Holy SPirit from the Father and

the Son, charity to passive spiration, and the light of glory to the filiation.
The theory of history, in turn, combines at its core Lonergan's cognitional

theory, epistemology, metaPhysics, and existential ethics. As the special

categories peculiar to Christianity are Present in the four-point hypothesis,

so the gen€ral categories that theology has in common with other disciPlines

are present in the total and basic science, which is the basis for formulating

a theory of history Thus a systematic theology will be an account of the

Trinity in history, of God's action in history5

Doran gives most of his attention to the second and third elements

of the four-point hypothesis, sanctifying grace and chariry Understood

psychologically, sanctiSzing grace is the experience of being on the receiving

end of God's love, and the reflective act of understanding grounds a

judgment of value, the "yes" that is faith, the knowledge born of religious

love. From such evaluative judgments Proceed the loving decisions through

which we love in rehrrn. Thus we have an analogy on the level of grace for

understanding the Tdnitarian Processions as they are in themselves and as

they relate to us.6

But such an analogy on the level of grace presumes an analogy on the

level of nature such that procession of the inner word as a judgment of value

is similar to the generation of the Son from the Father, and the procession of

an act of loving decision from judgment of value is similar to the procession

of the Holy Spirit from the Son and the Father.T

Many rich, fruitful explorations flow from this basic field structure.

These include the following examples; (1) the way that the notion of social

grace allows Doran to link up his account with that ofliberation theology; (2)

the way that the mission of the Holy SPirit understood as not only following

but also preceding the Incarnation allows an opening of Christianity to other

world religions; (3) Doran's use of Ren6 Girard's work shows how Christian

practice in Jesus and in ourselves is a nonviolent overcoming of evil through

suffering love, and therefore, liberates human beings from mimetic violence;

5Robert M. Doran, Itu Tinity ir1 History: AThcoIoW ol Dioine Mi56ions, vol, "1, Missions and

Pro.essiors (Ioronto: University of Toronto Press,2012), *39,
6Dotun, The Trinity in History , 17-39 .

Dorary The Tinity in History,259-3W,
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Do,an, The Ttillity in Histary , 190-95.

and (4) his distinguishing between sacralisations and secularizations that
should be accepted and those that should be rejected.

Now I wish to go more into detail on a couple of issues that arose for me
in my reading and re-reading of the book. I should say that I have discussed
both of these with Doran privatel, and that he has more or less satisfied
me. But perhaps more detailed exploration of these will enable us to get
more into some of the rich content of the book and to gain a sense of the
considerable resources Doran has to answer such questions.

The first question, and the most bothersome, concerns claims about
autonomous spiritual procession in chapter 8 of the book. Autonomous
spiritual procession means the conscious origination of a real, natural, and
conscious act from a real, natural, and conscious act. Such a procession
is exhibited in the procession of concepts from acts of understanding, of
judgments from reflective grasp of evidence, and of good decisions from
authentic judgments of value. It is only in the procession of act from act that
an analogy for the Trinitarian process can occur. Such autonomous spiritual
procession must be distinguished from spontaneous procession exemplified
in the procession of understanding from questions; which is a procession of
act from potency.s

Such a distinction is important, according to Doran, because it solves the
fundamental Trinitarian problem, namely, how it can be true that the Son is
both a se and not a se, how it can be true that the Holy Spirit is both a se and
not a se, and how it can be true that the manner in which the Son is not 4 se

differs from the manner in which the Holy Spirit is not 4 se. Consequently
we see how within consciousness as spiritual a remote analogy can obtain
between one act to another distinct act in ourselves and one act in God in
which there are processions based on mutualrelations of origin.In the human
knower operating autonomously according to the dynamics of the desire
to know, a definition emerges from the act of understanding and further
specifies it, a iudgment from reflective grasp of evidence, and an act of will
from judging some good as obligatory A definition perfects and completes
understanding operating according to the desire to know, as judgment
perfects and completes reflective grasp of evidence, and as decision perfects
and completes a judgment of value. The desire to know operating in us and
moving to understanding, judgment, and decision in us acts as a unity in
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diversity in us remotely analogous to the unity in diversity in God.'
My question here relates to a tension I sense between psychological or

phenomenological accounts of autonomous procession and the metaphysics

that flows from and completes these accounts in Lonergan and Doran. If it
is indeed true that a definition or concept flows from an act of understand-
ing, then it seems to be true psychologically that act is in further potency
to being completed by definition, and similarly for judgments related to
reflective grasp of evidence, and decisions related to judgments of value.

There is something vague and incomplete and unsatisfactory about an act of
understanding, of a cartwheel for example, that does not end in definition.
The questiory then, is this: In saying that autonomous spiritual procession

proceeds from act to act, are we doing justice to the way in which insight
requires and completes itself in definition? Is there a danger of seeming to
make insight too independent of linguistic formulation rather than seeing

them as bound up together? Doran recognizes this necessary interrelation-

ship elsewhere in his book, for example, in his affirming the necessity of the

inner word in chapter 12, "Enriching the Context." There is no doubt that

both he and Lonergan make the linguistic turn, Lonergan at Ieast by the time
he writes the Verbuz articles.lo

Perhaps we begin to meet this concern of mine, as Doran indicated to
me in private conversation, by more adequately understanding Thomistic
metaphysics. Just as central or substantial form is in potency to central act,

so also insight is in potency to Iinguistic formulation. Yet, at the same time,

act proceeds from act. As central act proceeds from central form, so also the

inner word proceeds from insight. In any event what Lonergan and Doran
add to Thomas's metaphysics is a phenomenology of knowing that grounds
without replacing metaphysics.

A second question has to do with Doran's claim that there are two
different treatments in Lonergan of value and decision. In Itslghf the good

is the intelligent and reasonable. Decision is an extension of intelligence and

reasonableness. There is no explicitmention ofa fourth Ievel ofconsciousness
beyond the first three levels of experience, understanding, and judgment. If,
in fact, there is a fourth level Iatent in this account, it only lies in free choice
and consequent action. Even the judgment that one should act in a certain
way is not explicitly called a judgment of value but is an instance of rational

eDora, The Trinity i11 Hislory, 328-36.
:aDora, The Ttinit! it1 Histary, 328-36,
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self-consciousness.

In Method in Theology, on the other hand, the good is distinct from the
intelligent and reasonable, and the operative question is not "Is it so?" or "ls
it true?" but "Is it valuable?" or "Is it really or only apparently good?" The
good is aspired to in an intentional response of feelings to values, a claim
which is not discernible in InsigftI.]1

I found myself surprised by this argument of Doran's, perhaps because,

influenced by Method in Theology, I have over the years been reading the
discussion in Insight as an account of the four levels, albeit one that is less

complete. The passages from Inslgftf that have motivated my interpretation
stem from Lonergan's distinction between rational consciousness and
rational self-consciousness, between judgments related to fact and judgments

oriented to a possible free action in the world.l2 Now I realize that one takes

on Doran on Lonergan interpretation at his peril, but still a question lingers
for me. Is a fourth level only Iatent in lnsight, or is il alleast partially explicit,
albeit incomplete in relationship to what comes later in Method in Theology?l3

In any event, these are examples of the kinds of fruitful questioning that can

emerge from Doran's treatment of the Triniry
For a philosopher such as myself, influenced by Lonergan, the most

exciting aspect of the book is the way Lonerganian self-appropriation can

expand into theological speculation and be fruitful in such expansion, for
example, in the two analogies and in the way such speculation can flow
back on and enrich such self-knowledge. Not only am I an experiencing,
understanding, judging, and choosing subject oriented to being, but I am a
subject that is in the image and likeness ofGod. Self-appropriation thus leads

me to falling in love with God, to being appropriated by God, to lose myself
and to find myself in God. I become more able as a Christian philosopher to
join in the work of the Trinity in history and to engage in intelligent, loving
discipleship.

So, in conclusion, why should Lonerganian philosophers read Lonergan

and Doran on theology? We should do so because our own philosophy,
our own special edition of ourselves, is anchored in the Iove of God as the

11Dora, The Tinity in History, 1g-56,
uBemard Lonergar! Irsigh| A Sludy of Hwnan Ufldefilafiditlg, ]yol,3 of the Collected Works

of Bemard Lonelgan, ed. Flede ck F. Crowe and Robert M. Doran (Toronto: University of
Toronto Pless, 1992), 63342.

t39ee lflsight,63ML
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goal of the desire to know, and expanded. In this intellectual and volitional
ascent, we are enabled and invited to become our own original theologians

as that work flows from the desire to know and our own self-appropriation.

On the other hand, the theology becomes a context and content in relation to

the form of method, and what finally results is a unity of form and content,

method and truth, method and theology.

Ot to put the matter slightly differently, the knowing of self begins in
self-appropriation and this knowing is for Lonergan both of a universal,

transcendental structure and of ourselves as individuals. But in religious

conversion, in falling in love with God, we are the recipients of a revelation

that is also universal in the content of the Christian message and also of

myself as an individual before God and Christ. I as an individual only
fully know and love myself through the wisdom and love of God. And
theological reflection on this gift reveals both universal and individual
aspects. Theological reflection thus conceptually completes the task begun

conceptually in In sif t. The Lonerganian circle is thus completed and ioined.
All of us engaged in the Lonerganian Project Iive in the throes of a

paradox. The best way to remain faithful to Lonergan is to become the best

and first editions ofourselves, to throw away anti-oedipally the Lonerganian

ladder, so to speak.ra And the best way to discover, affirm, and choose

ourselves is to be faithfr:l in a non-literal way to Lonergan's vision in its
broad sweep and in the details, to restore the ladder. A helpful way, perhaps

to conceive this paradox is to see it as a Process of continually removing

and restoring the ladder. Robert Doran, in this book and in others as well,

exemplifies and lives this paradox in an extraordinary way.

rasee my "Self-Appropriation: Lonergan's Pearl of Great Price," in Ifl Delermce to lhe Other,

ed. Jim Kana s and Mark J. Doorley (Albany, NY SUNY Press, 2004), for this theme of "anti-
oedipaliry" drawing on Deleuze and Guattari.
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DORAN'S THE TRINITY IN HISTORY:

THE GIRARDIAN CONNECTION
Neil Ormerod

Austr alian Catholic UnittersitY

Fl onrnr pouN's The Trinity in History: ATheology of the Diaine Mission,

lJ uotr-" 1, Missions and 
"Processions, 

marks the culmination of over

I\*o decades of writing on the question of the nature of systematic

theology, the notion of a theology of history, and the significance of what has

become called "the four-point hypothesis," which relates the four Trinitarian

relations to various created participations in the divine nature. Drawing

on Lonergan's notions of the scale of values, of dialectics at the personal,

cultural, and social level, together with the four-Point hyPothesis, Doran is

providing a framework for a systematic theology for the next millennium.

Just as Aquinas developed his remarkable s)'nthesis on the basis of the

grace-nature distinction and the visible and invisible missions of the Son

and the Spirit, Doran deploys the scale of values, as an unpacking of the

grace-nature distinction, and the four-point hypothesis as an enrichment of

the missions of Son and SPirit, to Proiect a Trinitarian theology of historyl

Nonetheless the final achievement of a theology at the level of our time can

never be the work of a single person, or even perhaps a single generation of

scholars:

In the Iast analysis, such a theology must be a collaborative enterprise,

the work of a community of persons building on common or

complementary foundations, employing common or complementary

methods, and sharing common or complementary PresuPPositions as

to what systematic theology is and what is needed to move it forward.2

lFor a fuller account of this argument see Neil Ormerod, '"The Grace-Nahrre Distinction
and the Construction of a Systernatic Theology," Theological Sludies 75, no. 3 (2014): 51136.

'1Robert M. Dolan, Tte Tinily in History: ATheology ol the Ditine Missicns, vol. 7, Missions

anil Processions (Toronto: University of Tolonto Press,2012\,7.

@ 2013 Neil Ormerod
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I have written elsewhere on the issue of the four-point hypothesis, which
I believe to be the most significant advance, together u/ith the scal.e ofvalues,
in systematic theology since Aquinas.3 Indeed I argue that the seeds of the
four-point hypothesis can be found in Augustine and Aquinas, who had
the basics within their grasp, but simply did not ioin the dots.{ In this way
Lonergan's work is an element in a genetic sequence of systematic theologies
going back at least to the fifth century and to which Doran's work further
contributes. He does so by taking the four-point hypothesis as his starting
point, bringing into a single perspective both immanent (God in Godsel0
and economic (God for us) concerns, unified by a new and "supernatural"
version of the psychological analogy for the Trinity.

In this article, however, I would like to engage Doran's ongoing
dialogue with the work of Ren6 Girard, as someone with "complementary"
foundations and methods, in helping clarify Doran's notion of "autonomous
spiritual processions." This notion is an essential element in his attempt
to use the four-point hypothesis to d€velop a supernatural psychological
analogy which parallels the "natural" analogy developed by Augustine and
refined by Aquinas and Lonergan. My concern here lies not so much with
Doran's own contribution but with the question of Girard's suitability in
providing a proper complementarity to the pro,ect.

The article consists of three sections. The first considers Doran's
proposed nexus between the four-point hypothesis and the psychological
analogy, and how this nexus might evoke Girard as a potential dialogue
partner on the question of mimesis. The second section provides a sumnary
of Girard's position on the question of mimesis for those less famfiar with
his work. In the third section I focus in particular on Girard's notions of
internal and external mediation of desire, arguing that this account is simply
descriptive rather than explanatory and as such fails to properly identify the
real nature of the distinction involved.

Neil Ormerod, "The Metaphysics of Holiness: Created Participation in the Dvine
Natr$e," Iish Theological Quanerly 79120741'.6&82; "The Four-Point Hypothesis: Transpositions
and Complications," Insh Thrological Quarterly V (2012):12740; "Contingent Predication and
the Four-Point H)?othesis," i^ Fifty Years ol lnsight: Befiod Lofiergan's Contibution to Theology
afid Philosophy, ed. Neil Ormerod, Robin Koning, and David Brathwaite (Adelaide: Auskalian
Theological Forum,2011), 109-118; '"Iwo Points or Four? - Rahner and Lonergan on Triniry
Incamation, Grace, and Beatific Vision," ffteological Studies 68 (2007):661-73.

{"A kajectory ftom Augustine to Aquinas and Lonergan: Contingent Predication and the
Trinity" (forthcomifl d.
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THE FouR-PorNT HyporHEsIs AND THr PsYcHoLocIcAL ANALoGY

The basic structure of the four-point hyPothesis arises from an analogy

Lonergan adopts from his discussion of contingent Predication, that is, the

question of how contingent realities can be predicated of God. His answer

to this is in terms of the category of relation. To predicate some created

reality to God designates a real relation in the created reality, but only a

Iogical relation in God, so that God i.s not really changed in Godself. For

example, to call God creator designates a reality in the created order but not

a new reality in God, who remains the same whether God creates or does

not create. The question we need to then ask is whether this same logic of

relations can extend not just to God, but to the individual persons of the

Triniry Fathet Son, and Spirit.5 Given these persons are defined by their

mutual relationships, can we use the inner-Trinitarian relations to predicate

created realities to the Percons individually? The created reality that would

then occur would in some sense ParticiPate in or imitate the divine relations,

iust as creatures generally participate in or imitate the divine reality by their

very existence. This is sPelt out clearly in Lonergan's earlier writings on

grace where h€ notes:

Now since every finite substance is something absolute, it seems

appropriate to say it imitates the divine essence considered as absolute.

But since these four eminent graces are intimately connected with the

divine life, it seems appropriate to say that they imitate th€ divine

essence considered as really identical with one or other real trinitarian

relation. Thus the grace of union imitates and ParticiPates in a finite

way the divine paterniry the light of glory divine filiation, sanctifying

grace active spiration, and the virtue of charity passive spiration.6

sAugustine gives some hint of this Possibility in Book5 ofDe lrnilalewhere he notes: "But

as for the things each of the thee ifl this triad is called that are ProPer or Peculiar to himself,

such things are never said with rcference to the sell bul otlly uith t*ftflce lo each other ot lo

creatiofi, a d therefore it is clear that they are said by way of relationshiP and not by way of
substarce." Au8ustine , The Tinity, ed. lohn E. Rotelle, O.S.A, trans Edmund Hill (Broouyn,

NY New City Press, 1991.),197. De Ttitlit\te 5.12 (emphasis added). Significantly the hanslator
dismisses this suggestion as confusion onAugustine's Part. I would ar8ue rather that it marks
the beginning of the elements needed for the four-Point hyPothesis.

6Bernard J. F. Lnrret1an, Eaiy latin Theolog, vol. 19 oI the Collected Works of Bemard
Lonergan, trans. Michael Shields and ed. Robert M. Doran and Daniel Monsour (Toronto:

University of Toronto Press, 2011), 533.
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While this is not the final form the hypothesis takes, it does state clearly
the ways in which the analogy operates, taking its stance on the analogy
between creature and creator and extending it to th€ individual persons
through the category of relation. In this way the created participations in
the divine nature are an extension of the act of creation itself, drawing the
creature into a more intimate sharing in the Trinitarian Iife of God.

Through his further reflections on the incarnation, Lonergan will tinker
with the above structure slightly as he adopts a disputed position within
Aquinas on what is called the "secondary act of existence" found in the
incarnate Word.7 This position is then taken up in his final expression on the
four-point hypothesis in De Deo Trino: Pars Systematicai

First, there are four real divine relations, really identical with the divine
substance, and therefore there are four very special modes that ground
the external imitation of the divine substance. Next, there are four
absolutely supernatural realities, which are never found uninformed,
namely, the secondary act of existence of the incamation, sanctifying
grace, the habit of charity, and the light of glory. It would not be
inappropriate, therefore, to say that the secondary act of existence of
the incarnation is a created participation of patemiry and so has a
special relation to the Son; that sanctifying grace is a participation of
active spiration, and so has a special relation to the Holy Spirib that
the habit of charity is a participation of passive spiration, and so has
a special relation to the Fath€r and the Son; and that the Iight of glory
is a participation of sonship, and so in a most perfect way brings the
children of adoption back to the Father.B

This is the form utilized in Doran's discussions. It takes the twofold
communication of the divine nature through the two processions manifest
in salvation as the divine missions and generalizes it to the four trinitarian
relations to provide four cr€ated participations of the divine nature in
human history

Bernard Lonergan, The Ontological atd Pslchological Constitution ol Chist, vol.7 of the
Collected Works of Bemard Lonelgan, Eans. Michael G. Shields and ed. Frederick E. Clowe
and Robert M. Doran (Toronto: University of Toronto Pless, 2002).

sBemard Lonergan, Ihe Ttiune God: Systefiatics, vol. 12 of the Collected Works of Bemard
Lonerga& trans. Michael G. Shields and ed. Robert M. Doran and Daniel Monsour (Toronto:
University of Toronto Prcss, 200n, 471-73.
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'l think Augustine attempts something like this in the final book of De Tinitole, bd i^
the end he admits defeat: '1ou cannot do it, I loow. I am tellint the truth, I atn telling it to
myself, I know what I cannot do" (Book 15.50). See Neil Ormerod, "Augustine's De Trifiitate
and Lonelgan's Realms olMear.i^8," Thealagical Studies (A Q0$\ n3-94, for an account of how
the final books of that work are best understood as operation in the realm of transcendence,
where Cod is known and loved.

The question is, how does this relate to a possible supernatural
psychological analogy? The development that Doran is seeking to achieve
is that of a supernatural analogy based on these created participations in
the divine nature which would in some sense parallel the natural analogy
based on cognitional and volitional operations in the human subiect. While
the natural analogy provides a naturalimago Dei,present in us all, saints and

sinners, the supernatural analogy is to be found where grace abides, as the

indwelling of the Trinity within the saints.e I shall focus attention on only
one aspect of this, Iargely because it is the one I have a best handle on, and

take it as illustrative of the other aspects.

Let us then consider the natural analogy for the procession of the Spirit
from the Father and Son as found in Augustine and Aquinas. The analogy

involved is that whereby a judgment of value gives rise to a loving decision

to love that which is judged of value. This loving decision is "because ofl'
the intelligent and reasonable grasp of the goodness of the thing loved. It
is not automatic or spontaneous, but deliberate, an act (of love) from act
(of judgment). In metaphysical terms it is a processio operati, for which
Lonergan uses the term "intelligible emanation." Here intelligible means

both intelligible and intelligent, that is, under the control of intellectual
process. Hence it is not iust "caused," but "because of" an intelligent grasp

and reasonable affirmation of goodness.

Doran then asks us to consider an analogous situation in relation to
sanctifying grace and the habit of charity. These are related to one another

as active and passive spiration are related to one another in the Trinity, the

two relations simply being the single procession of the Spirit from th€ Father

and the Son, viewed from the two possible vantage points. The argument is

that these created supernatural realities in us thus provide a supernatural

analogy for the procession of the Spirit from the Father and Son within
graced human consciousness. Acts bom of the habit of charity flow from the

sanctifying grace in a manner analogous to th€ way the Spirit proceeds from
the Father and the Son. How then shall we characterize this "flow"?
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At this stage Doran draws the analogy Lonergan developed in his later
writings that take their starting point not in cognition but in love:

The psychological analogy, then, has its starting point in that higher
synthesis of intellectual, rational and moral consciousness that is the
dynamic state of being in love. Such lovemanifests itself initsiudgments
of value. And the iudgments of value are carried out in the decisions
that are acts of loving. Such is the analogy found in the creature.

Now in God the origin is the Father, in the New Testament named
ho theos, who is identified with agape (l John 4:8,16). Such love expresses

itself in its word, its Logos, its oerbum spirans amoran, which rs a

judgment of value. The judgment of value is sincere, and so it grounds
the Proceeding Love that is identified with the Holy Spirit.10

As above, the question is how can we characterize the movement
from the dynamic state of being in love manifest in judgments of value
and decision as an act of loving?1r Rather than the term "intelligible
emanation," Doran proposes the term "autonomous spiritual procession."
This captures the reality of a spiritual act arising fiom and "because of and
in proportion to" a prior spiritual act (so that it is "act from acf'), where the
term autonomous evokes the notion of personal agenry or responsibility
for the second act.12 It is a personal process, not spontaneous or automatic,
but autonomous and hence something for which I am responsible. Doran
uses this notion of autonomous spiritual procession to capture the "flow"
from sanctifying trace to acts born of the habit of charity. If I am reading
this correctly, what we have here is the classical distinction between grace as

operative and as cooperative, cast in the language of interiority. According
to this schema, sanctifying grace is operative, whereby God takes out the
heart of stone and replaces it with the heart of flesh; the habit of charity
is cooperative, dependent upon the work of sanctifying grace but also our
"cooperative" autonomous spiritual procession of a decision to love. I am

rEemard J. F. LonergaD "Christology Today: Methodological Reflections," in A lhild
Collectior, ed. Frederick Crowe (New York Paulist Press, 1985),93.

'rone could interpose herc Doran's discussion of the three modes of election in the
Ignatian exercises as three modes of coming to a judgment of value. This would make a
complex discussion even more complex. However I would note that each such mode involves
a plocession of "act frcm act."

t2Dotal], Missions and Prccessiorls, 775-95.
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not sure this aligns with the position of Aquinas, who sees both sanctifying
grace and the habit of charity as operative and cooperative, so there may be

some more work to do here.rl

Doran then brings this notion of autonomous spiritual procession into
dialogue with the work of Girard. As Doran notes, Girard tends to collapse

the notions of spontaneity and autonomy, relegating them to mythic
constructs that mask the mediated nature of human desire. For Girard, as

we show below, our desires are mediated to us; they are mimetic. Far from
being a spontaneous expression of "who I am," my desiring self is socially
mediated through the desires of others. A further complication here is that
the way in which the four-point hypothesis has been stated by Lonergan,

each of the four created participations in the divine nature is the result of an

exemplary causality. The four graces participate in and "imitate" the four
inner-Tiinitarian relationships. While this imitation is used in a metaphysical

sense, it does raise the question of how this metaphysical notion of imitation
may be transposed into the language of interiority and how such a

transposition may draw insight from Girard's account of mimesis.

Grnano ox Mr:irrsts ,lso Drsrnr

Girard's work is difficult to classify. It has points of contact with
psychoanalysis, literary theory cultural studies, and theology. Certainly his

work has fruitfully been taken up by various theologians, particularly in
the area of the theological understanding of original sin and soteriology.la

Perhaps the central feature of Girard's thought is his analysis of desire,

or more specifically the mimetic nature of desire. For Girard, our desires

are mimetic, or imitative. Such a stance is a rnajor critique of the notion of

autonomous subiectivity prevalent in the Enlightenment, the self-directing,

self-creating subject, who autonomously creates a Personal world of meaning

and value. If indeed our desires are mimetic then our desires in fact reflect

the desires of those around us, and so are shaped and even manipulated by

our social and cultural environment (a fact used, of course, by advertisers).

13I have a preliminary suggestion here, but it will need develoPment in a fuller Piece.
11see, Ior example, James 1Jiso , The Io! of Being lr''lron{: Oiginal gin lhrcugh Eastet Eyes

(New York Clossload, 1998); Raymund Schwager, ]esus in the D fia ol SalLvtion: Toward a

Biblicat Doctine of Reds,iflr'on (New Yotk: Crossroad, 1999); Robert J. Daly, Sacifce Unaeiled:

The Tne Muning ol Christian Sacifice (Lo don: I & T clark, 2009); Neil Ormerod, "Ihe Dual

Language of Sacrifice," Pdcifca 77 l20%\t 15949.
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Girard's analysis of the mimetic nah,rre of desire can be confirmed in the
common experience of parents whose children begin to fight over a toy. The
fact that one child desires the toy immediately makes the toy more desirable
for the other child. More generally, "we leam to d€sire by copying the desires
of others. Our desires are rooted not in their obiects nor in ourselves, but in
a third party, the model or mediator." Thus the "ground of desire resides,
not in any one subject, but between su.bjects." 15 Desire is thus interpersonal.
In this process of mediation, Girard distinguishes two categories, external
and internal mediation, where the distinction is one of the symbolic or
psychological distance between the subrect and the mediator. External
mediation allows for some distance or objectification of the process, so that
one may be "proud to be the discipline of so worthy a model," while in
internal mediation one "carefully hides [one's] efforts to imitate the model."
In such intemal mediation the mediator then becomes a mimetic rival, with
whom one is in competition. 'The mediator becomes a shrewd and diabolical
enemy who tries to rob the subiect of his or her most prized possessions."r6
This mimetic rivalry lies at the heart of the phenomenon of scapegoating
which Girard has analyzed ir various works.l7 This phenomenon works
through five distinct stages: "1. Mimetic desire; 2. Mimetic doubling; 3.

Mimetic crisis; 4. The Single.Victim-Mechanism; 5. Theogony and the
genesis of culture."'E The crisis engendered through mimetic doubling and
rivalry threatens to destroy the society and is resolved through a focusing
of violence on a single victim, the scapegoat. The sacrifice of the scapegoat
restores social harmony, transforming the victim into a ,,divine,, source of
social healing and reconciliation. The efforts of the society to hide from itself
this originating violence give rise to culture and religion, whose purpose is
to perpetuate the lie of violence at the heart of the sociery

l5Robert M. Dorafl, "lmitating the Divine Relations: A Theological Contribution to Mimetic
Theory," METHaD: Iounul of l-orltrgan Studies 23 (2m.51: 149- , at t7S. Much of this material
is repeated verbatim i^ Missiofis and pTocesst'ons. Dolan's main source is Ren6 Girand, Decert,
Desirc, afid lhe Nooel; Sell afld Othet in Literary Strucfute (Baltimore, MD: The Johns Hopkins
University Press, 1955), as well as the secondary source of Chris Flefir g, Renl Giad: ViiLnce
and Mimesis lcambidge/Malden, VA: polity, 2004).

'6Doran, "lmitating the Divine Relations,,, 1 74.

- 
r?articularly Ren6 Cirard, The Sapgoat (Baltimore, MD: The Johns Hopkins University

Press,1986).
lsJacob H. Shermary "Metaphysics and the Redemption of Sac fice: on Ren6 Girard and

Charles Williams," Heythtop loumnl 51, no.l (2010): 45-59, at 4549, provides an excellent
account. This summary of the phases is on page 46.
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What does mimesis reveal to us about the human subject? As Doran

puts the matter:

Imitative desire, wherever it occurs, is always a desire to be Another

because of a profound sense of the radical insufficiency of one's own
very being. To covet what the other desires is to covet the other's

essence . . . the subiect really wants not only what the mediator wants or

perhaps has, but even what the mediator is . . ' They must be painfully

conscious of their own emptiness to crave so desPerately the fullness of

being that supposedly Iies in others.re

Girard refers to this desire as metaPhysical desire, a "wish to absorb, or

to be absorbed into, the substance of the Othet" a desire coupled with "an

insuperable revulsion for one's own substance." Metaphysical desire is "a

will to selfdestruction as onebecomes something or someone other than what

one is."rc This reveals a "radical ontological sickness at the core of mimetic

desire" for which the "only triumph possible is the comPlete renunciation of

mimetic desire and of the ontological malady that accompanies it."21

Cnrrrqur or GIalno

''Doran, "lmitating the Divine Relations,"l76.
DDoran, "lrnitating the Divine Relations," 17.

"Doran, "lmitating the Divine Relations," 178.

zlJeil Ormerod, "Desi.re and the Origins of CultuJe: Lonergan and Gtard in Conversahon,"
Heythrop lou al U, no,5 (2013):78+95,

I have published a more substantial engagement with Girard elsewhere, in
which I focused on his failure to distinguish between natural and elicited

desire and hence his oversight of the nah,rral desire to know God, which

according to Lonergan is not elicited but constituted by our unrestricted

desire to know. This has implications in particular for Girard's account of

the origins of olture where he fails to attend to what Doran, following

Voegelin, calls the anthropological pole of the cultual dialectic.z In this

essay, I want to focus on one element of Girard's account of mimesis, that

is, his distinction between intemal and external mediation of desire. This

distinction is defined in terms of the "distance," largely psychological and

symbolic, between the subiect and the one who mediates the desire.
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While Girard groups mediated desires into these two fundamental
categories, he allows that within this division there "can be an infinite
number of secondary distinctions." There is external mediation of
the desire when the distance between the subject and the model
is "sufficient to eliminate any contact betwe€n the two spheres of
possibilities of which the mediator and the subiect occupy the respective
centers." There is internal mediation when this distance "is sufficiently
reduced to allow these two spheres to penetrate each other more of less

profoundly."a

What is of interest is the language deployed here - distance, spheres
of possibilities, contact - language which is decidedly descriptive and
metaphorical, but also not clearly explanatory The basic distinction between
external and intemal mediation sounds like an either/or, but then is further
expressed in terms of relativiry more or less. And it is difficult to $asp
,ust what constitutes "distance" and how it is measured, and how much
"distance" is required to move from one category to the other

How then might we reframe this language? As an alternative I would
like to suggest that the distinction Girard is seeking to express would be
better stated in the more explanatory language of "conscious but not
objechfied" and "conscious ard objectified.",! Lonergan adopts the language
of "conscious but not objectified" to speak of the world of affectivity to the
extent that we fail to attend to it, leading to a growing conflict between the
self as conscious and the self as objectified. This is a genuinely either/or
distinction, while stil lending itself to a "more or less," through the more
or less successful objectification of the conscious affects involved. It seems

to me that most of the mechanism that Girard identifies as scapegoating
operates precisely because of the non-objectified nature of the conscious
states involved. Hence salvation for Girard involves the objectification of the
mechanism, historically made possible through the life and death of Jesus
which exposes mimesis and the scapegoat mechanism for what they are.5

LDoran, Missions ancl Prcaessions, 205.
zBernard 

J. F. Lonerga^, Method in Theolory (London: Dartrnon, Longman, and Todd, 1972),
34.

llt strikes me that there is a certain gnostic feel to Girald's work, that is, salvation is
through havinB the right knowledge, in this case knowledge of the scapSoat mechanism.
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We can push this further by reflecting on the nature of internal media-
tion. Doran places this as operating rvithin the "first way ofbeing conscious"

which is psychic rather than intentional, and so its oriSins are to be found
in neural demands emerging into consciousness. In this regard Girardians

have been excited by the discovery of what are called "mirror neurons,"

neurons which seem to trigger in one subject when they see another

performing a particular task, a reaction first identified in monkeys.'?6 These

neurons seem to mirror the neural activities of the model. In evolutionary

terms this would be quite adaptive as it facilitates the development of

adaptive behaviors in the young which are necessary for survival. If verified

this would suggest the deep biological origins of internal mimesis. In some

ways it might even be the primary mechanism for what Lonergan refers to

as spontaneous intersubjectivity, which he refers to as the "primordial basis"

for communiry2T If so, this would place internal and external mediation as

two very different realities. Here I would like to draw a parallel between

spontaneous intersubjectivity and interpersonal relationships on the one

hand, and internal and external mediation on the other. Spontaneous

intersubiectivity should not be confused with the intelligent, reasonable,

responsible and loving formation of interpersonal relationships, however

much such spontaneity might be its initial spark. Similarly I think it is a

confusion to identify internal and extemal mediation of desire as two

aspects of one thing. Rather, they are two distinct things altogether. The

spontaneous emergence of desire though internal mediation should not

be confused with the objectification of and resPonsible negotiation of such

spontaneity leading to authentic decision making.

Ofcourse there are manyways in which such objectification and decision

making can go wron& as we are all too familiar. However, such failures

hinge on our failure to be attentive, intelligent, reasonable, and responsible

in relation to our experience of mimesis. This observation is imPortant, I
believe, because there is a tendency within Girardians to think "internal

?'There is a vast and controverted literafule on the question of mirtor neurons and their
significance, but it is an idea which Girardians have taken uP with great interest. See, for
example, Vitto o Gallese, "The Two Sides of Mimesis: Girard's Mimetic Theory Embodied

Simulation, and social Identification," ,fo1lrral ol Cotlsciausness Studies 76, \o. 4 (2009):2144.
2TBernard ]. F. Lonergan, In68,ti a Study ol Humah UfiderstLnding, 

'1o1. 
3 of the Collected

work of Bernard Lonergan, ed. Frederick E. Crowe and Robert M Doran (Toronto: University
of Toronto Press, 1992), 237. I would also note that Gatlese, "The Two Sides of Mimesis," makes

a connection between miror neurons and inte$ubjectiviry
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mediation = bad" and "external mediation = good."28 But on the reading
above, as Doran notes, the mechanism of mimesis is neutral;2e the problem
is not the type of mimesis per se, but a failure to conform oneself to the
transcendental precepts. What Girard has done in his account of mimesis is,
I think, to identify some of the ways in which the process of objectification
of mimetic desire can be derailed, leading to irresponsible decision making
(for example, scapegoating), much as Lonergan's account of the biases does
in relation to the pure desire to know.r

Furthermore, this process of objectification and decision making
arises from our non-mimetic (that is, unelicited) and natural desire for
meaning, truth, and goodness which is at its heart a nahrral desire to see

God. This desire is unrestricted in scope, natural to the human condition,
and is a natural created participation in the divine nature as the source of
all truth and goodness. There is a certain sense in which we could call this
participation imitative, but not in either of the senses of internal or external
mediahon that Girard is speaking about. It is conscious, often unobjectified,
but not mimetic in the usual Girardian sense of the term. It is, as Lonergan
would say, natural, not elicited. This is significant because Doran wants to
make connections between the supernatural created participations in and
imitations of the divine nature that form the four-point hypothesis and
Girard's notion of mimesis. If grace completes and perfects nature, and if
the natural and non-mimetic desire to see God is fundamentally elevated
through the experience of divine love that "dismantles and abolishes the
horizon in which our knowing and choosing went on [to set] up a new
horizon in which the Iove of Cod will transvalue our values and the eyes of
that love will transform our knowing,"3l then it is not clear to me that this

':8As I have said elsewhere, this is one ofthereasonsl find Girard,s positionmore protestant
than Catholic because there is a strong tendency to see human nafure as inherently corrupt. See
Ormerod, "Desire and the Origins of Culture.,,

nDoran, M$sio4s and P rocessims, 212.
II note in particular Doran's appreciative comments in relation to the work of John Ranieri

on Girard and Lollergan's Notion of Biases, in his unpublished papers, ,,Individual Bias and
Group Bias: A Girardian Reading," Lonergan Wolkshop at Boston College,2OO3, and ,,Cirard,
Lonerga& and the Limits of Common Sense,,, Second International Lonergan Workshop,
Toronto, 2004.

3lMelhod in Theology, 706. Technically I fink one would say that grace does not supply
human nature with a new end (which is God), but rather a new relation to that end. That ,ltew
relation" is then specified in telms of the various created pa-rticipations in the divine nature, the
foundation of which is sanctiryhg grace.
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operative grace is mimetic in the senses in which Girard uses the term.32

If I am correct, then I think there would be ramifications for chaPter 8 in
Doran's book. I think Girard's work requires a significant re-orientation and

transposition before it can be successfully aPProPriated into a theological

project of the type Doran is developing.

CoNCLUsIoN

What cannot be doubted throughout this discussion are the creative insights

that Doran is bringing to bear on the theology of the Trinity. In previous

works and in the current one under consideration, Doran speaks of a genetic

sequence of systematic theologies, each building uPon what has gone before,

fleshing out potentialities in the previous stage, not neglecting previous

achievements, but placing then into a new and enriching context.33 It seems

to me that this is what Doran has himself done in relation to Lonergan's

contribution. It is unclear to me that Lonergan fully appreciated what he had

achieved in the four-point hypothesis. It is sPelt out in his De Deo Trino: Pars

Systematica a d .not further developed. Doran has helped us see the riches it
holds, unpacking its potentialities and placing the deep heritage going back

to Augustine in a new and enriching context.

}I am open, however, to the suS8estion that the cooPelative asPects of grace may have a

mimetic component.
!See, for example, Robert M Doran, Whal Is Systenalic TheoloSy? (Torontor University of

Toronto Press, 2005), 89.
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TwrsH ro rneNx Jim Marsh, John Dadosky, Neil Ormerod, Jeremy

! Blackwood, and Grant Kaplan for their v€ry tenerous remarks on my

Ibook. At the meeting of the West Coast Methods Institute in APril 2014, I
responded to the comments from Jim, John, and Neil as part of a panel that

Mark Morelli generously included in the busy schedule of the conference.

My comments in response to their contributions are basically identical with

those that I offered at the conference. Since both Neil Ormerod and Grant

Kaplan address the issue of my approPriation of the mimetic theory of Ren6

Cirard, I will respond to them together at the end. So the order here will be

to address James Marsh's comments first, then John Dadosky's, then Jeremy
Blackwood's, and finally Neil Ormerod's and Grant Kaplan's together.

But prior to any of this I want to give some background that is relevant

to all of the comments. The book, The Trinity in History: A Theology of the

Dirine Miss;ons, volume 1, Missions and Processions, is the third book in a

series published by the Univ€rsity of Toronto Press, but the first to engage

full-scale in the functional specialty "Systematics." The two earlier books,

Theology and the Dialectics of History and, What ls Systemltic Theology? deal

respectively with issues of Foundati ons (Theology and the Dialectics of History)

and method ( Mra t ls Systematic Theology? ) .1

We are not always the best interpreters of ourselves, but as I understand

my own work,I see two strands cutting through most of what I have written.

The first, which plays itself out in Theology and the Dialectics of History h the

three dialectics of the subrect, culture, and community or the social order, is

the duality of human consciousness. I am fond now of constantly quoting

the following passage from The Triune God: Systematics, a passage that had

not yet influenced me in my earlier work but that makes sense out of this

lsee Robert M. Doran, Theolory and the Dialecfi.s ofHisfory (Toronto: University of Toronto
Press, 1990, 2001) and l^.7lal Is Systenatic Thealary ? (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2005).

@ 2013 Robert M. Doran
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:Bernard Lonergan, Ii? Tiufie God: Syslenntics, vol. 12 of the Collected Works of Bemard
LoneBary trans. Michael G. Shields and ed. Robert M. Doranand H. Daniel Monsour (Toronto:

University of Toronto Press,2007), 139.
3John Dadosky, "Desire, Bias, a nd Love: Revisiting Lonergan's Philosophical Anthropology,"

lish Theological Qunfterly n, 
^o.3 

Q012\ 24M4.

shand in my work from the beginning, and so from around 1973 on: "we
are conscious in two ways: in one way, through our sensibiliry we undergo
rather passively what we sense and imagine, our desires and fears, our
delights and sorrows, our joys and sadnessi in another way, through our
intellectuality, we are more active when we consciously inquire in order to
understand, understand in order to utter a word, weigh evidence in order to
judge, deliberate in order to choose, and exercise our will in order to act."2 A
great deal of my work has been invested in attempting to articulate the ways
in which these two dimensions of consciousness either work totether or
conflict with each other, whether the conflict is by the immersion of the spirit
in the psyche or by the neglect of the affective, aesthetic, and s).rynbolic under
the hegemony of what John Dadosky has called an intellectualist bias.3 The
work prior to Theology and the Dialectics of History was directly concemed
with these issues, attempting as it did to get a handle on the dialectic of
the subject, which was first introduced by Lonergan in the discussion of
dramatic bias in chapter 6 of lnsight, and which I tried to work out at first in
dialogue not so much with Freud, who is Lonergan's principal interlocutor
in the first chapter on common sense, but with Carl Jung and Paul Ricoeur,
each of whom, I judged, rvas more open than Freud to what Lonergan
would call the vertical finality of his first way of being conscious toward
participation in the second way. There are, of course, major difficulties in
Jung's work, and these I took up piecemeal over the years and in a less

random fashion in chapter 70 ol Theology and the Dialectics of History. But
there is also something positional in Jung's insistence on the polymorphism
of human sensitive desire, over against Freud's sexual monism, and in his
insistence that sensitive consciousness can develop in many ways and be
channeled into many different specializations, without that channeling
being suspected as a displacement of aboriginal sexual energy. I always
prefer to advance positions in other authors rather than constantly snilfing
out counterpositions, which I find a very boring exercise, one that snuffs out
the possibility of dialogue before it has even begun. Counterpositions tend
to fall away of themselves as positions are developed. I did have to address

Jung in a severely critical fashion once I had advanced what I thought was
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positional in his work,because Ibelieved his workwas heading to a comPlete

moral relativism and even to a Nietzschean ambition to achieve a Position
beyond good and evil, and that had to be addressed. Jung's familiarity
with the first way of being conscious was extraordinary, but it was not

matched by an adequate objectification of the second way, of intentionality,
knowledge, decision, and moraliry At fust I thought the problem was a

residual Kantianism in his cognitional theory and epistemology. But Kant's

ethics is a highly moral affair, and Jung showed no appreciation for the

integrity applauded by Kant. The problem in jung was deeper, and I could

not move on until I had addressed it to the best of my ability. As I have

already said, chapter 10 in Theology and the Dialectics of Hisfory rounded off
not only that engagement with Jung but also my almost exclusive attention

to the dialectic of the subiect.

And so my attention turned fust to the dialectic of community, which
is a social objectification of the dialectic of the subiect. Neural demands

and intentional consciousn€ss writ large in the social affairs of human

beings become primordial intersubjectivity and practical intelligence.

This led to an engagement with Marx - and there is evidence that Marx

was really Lonergan's principal interlocutor in chapter 7 of lnsighl - and

the engagement with Marx eventually became part 3 of fieology and the

Dinlectics ot' History, where the scale of values is appealed to in a manner

that accords with Marx on what has since been called a preferential option

for the poor but that also severely criticizes Marx for reducing culture to

economic ideology. That section of T} eology and the Dialectics ot'History also

addressed liberation theology.

But if culture emerges in the encounter with Marx as something

to be addressed in its own right, then the realm of culhrral values in the

scale of values had also to be addressed, and so there emerged Part 4 in

Theology and the Dialectics ot' History, where a dialectic of cosmological and

anthropological constitutive meanings becomes the cultural objectification

of the same duality of consciousness.

From what I have just said about social and cultural values it should be

obvious that the second maior strand in my work at Ieast from the mid-1980s

lsee editorial note I in the Collected Wolk edition oI l/6i8fir: B€rnard Lonergan, Ifisi8ltli,4
Sludy of Hwflan Unde$f4rdir8, vol. 3 of the Couected Works of Bemard Lonergan, ed. F ederick
E. Crowe and Robert M. Doran (Iorcnto: University oI Toronto Press, 1992), 793.
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on was the scale of values.s The scale of values and the dialectics of subiect,
culture, and community are the essential building blocks of the position on
the constitution of history explored in Theology and the Dialectics of History.
Every dimension in the scale is given some attention in that book, with
distinct parts of the book devoted to personal, cultural, and social values in
their relations to the other levels in the scale.

But it was only after the publication of Theology and the Dialectics ol
History that I beBan to do systematics in the strict sense of that term. I spent
the bulk of the 1990s working out basic theses on grace and also refining my
notion of just $,hat systematics is and does. The latter chores gave rise to
What Is Systenatic Theology? in2005, while the former tasks were reflected in
papers and articles that began with "Consciousness and Grace" in 19936 and
that are still ongoing.

All of this is leading up to the articulation of what Marsh is talking about
when he says that the core claim in The Trini$ in History is that there is a
unifed field structure in systematic theology, and that the two main aspects
of that field structure are the theory of history worked out in Thmlogy and
the Dialectics of History and somewhat refined in Wat Is Systetflatic Theology?

and the elaboration of Lonergan's four-point h)?othesis regarding grace,
which began to get my attention in 1994. Jim Marsh has been a generous
reader of Theology and the Dialectics of History for a number of years. And
Iargely because of that book and his positive response to it, he and I have
engaged in conversations over the years, especially with regard to the larger
issues of imperialism, the preferential option for the poor, and what I am
now calling social grace.

A unified field structure is basically a position on general and special
basic terrns and relations in systematic theology. For Aquinas, the first great
systematic theologian in the WesL the operative unified field structure
(never objectified as such, of course) consisted in Aristotle's metaphysics,
which grounded his general categories, and the theorem of the supernatural,
which grounded his special categories. For me the operative and articulated
or objectified unified field structure lies, as Marsh correctly notes, in the
theory of history proposed in Theology a d the Dialectics of History, which

tlonergan presents the scale of values in Bernard tone€an, Mclftod in Theoloy (Torontol
University of Toronto Press, muldple printints), 3l-32.

6Robelt M, Doran, "Consciousness and Crace," METHaD: ]oufinl ol l-onergan Studies 71

(1993):51-75.
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is the ground or base of general categories, and the four-point hypothesis,

which may correctly be regard€d as an amPlification of the medieval

theorem of the supernatural. This begins to fill out, then, the realm of

religious values in the scale of values, something that I had not done in
the two earlier books, where the gen€ral cateEories were given most of my

attention. In particular, for us, as opposed to Jesus the incarnate Word of

God and to the enioying of the beatific vision by the blessed, th€ realm of

religious values in the scale of values is constituted by the participation in

active and passive spiration in the Trinity manifested through sanctifying

grace and charity. And so The Tri ity in History takes up a basic Position
in chapter 2 on that participation. Marsh quite correctly articulates this as

follows: "At its core, the theory of history combines Lonergan's cognitional.

theory, epistemology, metaPhysics, and existential ethics. As the sPecial

categories peculiar to Christianity are Present in the four-point hyPothesis,

so the general categories that theology has in common with other disciPlines

are present in the total and basic science which is the basis for formulating

a theory of history. Thus a systematic theology will be an account of the

Trinity in history, of God's action in history" And he goes on to add that

I give most of my attention to sanctifying grace and chariry and so to the

relation of religious values to personal values' The second volume, which I
have started to write, will concentrate much more on the incarnation and so

on the mission of the Word, and will be more fullsome on relating religious

values to cultural and social values and to the equitable distribution of vital

goods to the human community. While social grace is introduced in the first

volume, it will be $eatly develoPed irr the second. But the concenhation in

this first volume on sanctifying grace and charity enables me also to develop

an analogy for Trinitarian procession in the order of grace, to argue that

grace itself has a Trinitarian structure, and in fact that it is an elevation into

participation in the life of the Triune God.

Marsh proceeds to Pos€ two questions. The first has to do with "act from

act" as a way of designating what I call autonomous spiritual processions.

Let me clarify that the exPression "autonomous spirihral procession" is

simply an attempt to render in a more or less modern English phrase what

is meant by "emanatio intelligibilis." The definition of autonomous sPiritual

procession that Marsh quotes on the bottom of Page 42 in his paper is taken

directly ftom Lonergan's definition of intelligible emanation: the conscious

origination of a real, natural, and conscious act from a real, natural, and
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conscious act - but I add to this, as Lonergan does, that the origiration is
in the intellectual or spiritual dimension of consciousness and that it occurs
in virtue of the dynamism of that dimension of consciousness. He conectly
notes that for me (as for Lonergan) it is only in the procession of act from act
that an analogy for the Trinitadan processions can ocorr. The reason is that
there is no potency in God, and so there can be no analogy of a procession
of act from potency. Marsh wants to say that psychologically the act of
understanding is itseU in further potenry to being completed by definition,
that reflective grasp of evidence stands in further potency to iudgment,
and that judgments of value stand in further potency to decisions. And
so he wants to say that what for me are processions of act ftom act can
also be regarded as processions of act from potency. He distinguishes this
psychological account from the metaphysical account, but also takes some
comfort in the fact that I agreed with him in conversation that even from the
standpoint of metaphysics form, while standing in relation to matter as act
to potency, is also in further potency to central or conjugate act. Form is first
act, and existence or operation second act.

What is important for Lonergan - and my use of ,,act from acf, here is
taken directly ftom his discussion in chapter 2 of The Triune God: Systematics -
is that it must be under the rubric of "act from acy, that the analogy is
constructed. And even then there is a profound difference between us and
God, since in our intelligible emanations one act emerges from a really
distinct act, whereas in God there is only one ac! and the real distinction of
principle and what emertes is not a distinction secuzdum esse absolutum br*
a distinction secun dum esse relatioum: relations within the one pure Act that
is God. When the distinction is "absolute," the principle of the emergence is
also the cause of the emergent. For us, to understand is to produce a word,
where "produce" refers to efficient causality. That cannot be admitted in
God. If the Father were the efficient cause of the Son, the Son would be a
creature, and we would be right back with Arius.

In teaching this chapter last spring, prompted by Marsh,s question
I indicated to my graduate students that it would have been helpful here
if I had made further use of chapter 3 in Verbum, and especially of the
distinction that Lonergan draws there from Aristotle and Aquinas between
actus perfecti - the act of what is complete - and actus impeiecti - lhe act ol
what is incomplete, in motion. The emergence of insight from inquiry is
the emergence of actus pert'ecti from actus imperfecti, whereas the emergence
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of concept or judgment from insight is the emanation of actus pe(ecti lrom
actus perfecti.I cannot go into the details here, but I do want to note that

Lonergan's account is both metaphysical and psychological, and that he

finds no conflict between the two, at Ieast no conflict in which one would
negate the other. Nor do I.

Marsh also asks about my claim that there are two different treatments in
Lonergan ofvalue and decision. Again, the claim is not minebut Lonergan's.

He admits it openly in "lnsight Revisited."T I interPret the difference by

appealing to St. lgnatius Loyola's moments of decision. That certainly is my

interpretation, not Lonergan's. Lonergan tended, I think, to want to rePlace

Insight's posif,on with that found in Method in Theology. I want to claim,

rather, that they are both valid, and that they name different methods for

making decisions depending on whether or not the Person confronted .r /ith
a decision is agitated affectively. If so, then one attends much more to feeling

and tries to discriminate self-transcendent feeling ftom feeling oriented to

satisfactions. If not, one uses one's intelligence and reason to discriminate the

pros and cons of various alternatives. The two modes are comPlementary

and the results of one mode must be able to be adjudicated by the criteria

of the other; that is to say, a decision based on the discernment of affective

movements must be able to be adjudicated by reason, and a decision based

on reason must leave one with the peace of a good conscience. In terms of

Marsh's question, it is Lonergan himself who claims that the two accounts

are quite distinct. Marsh asks, "Is a fourth level only latent inlrsiff, or is it at

least partially explicit, albeit incomPlete in rela$onship to what comes later

in Method?" Certainly there is no explicit mention of a fourth level in Izslf t.

If there is a fourth level in what Lonergan describes, it is only the decision,

whereas in Melho d in Theology there is a whole panoply of oPerations that

constitute a fourth level.

Turning next to John Dadosky's contribution, I will start by agreeing

with the claim he makes on page 1 that while Lonergan tended to ask what
theologians can leam from philosophers, still the reverse is true in that an

adequate psychological analogy can give the philosoPher insight into the

adequate philosophy of intentional consciousness. In fact, I think it can be

asked whether the relation between insight and inner word would ever

have emerged had it not been for the attempts to work out an understanding

TBemard Lonergan, "Irs,'gl,f Revisited," in A secofid Collectiofl, ed. William E J. Ryan and

Belnard J. Tyrrell (Torcnto: U velsity oI Toronto Prcss,1,996),263-78 at277.
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of Trinitarian doctrine. That relation is fust present in Augustine, and as

Lonergan points out in "Subiect and Soul," while Aristotle definitety had
insi8ht into phantasm, he did not have insight grounding conception or
inner word.8

Dadosky turns his attention to the development in The Trinity in History
of a psychological analogy "in light of the so-called fifth level of intentional
consciousness," or, in my words, of a psychological analogy in the order of
grace. In particular, John asks about my re-engagement of the Augustinian
tradition in speaking of the analogue for the Father in terms of memotia.

To quote John, "the Father is analogous to a principle of love remembered
or recollected in the Augustinian sense of memorin, the Son proceeds from
the Father as a judgment of value expressing the content of that love, and
the Holy Spirit proceeds from both as an act of chadty from the recollected
appropriated principle of love and the iudgment of value.,, He asks that
I "clari$ and elaborate [my] reasons for the need of a crystallization of
Lonergan's respective analogies along these lines," and also that I ,,elaborate

more on what I mean] by this rrernoria and recollection.,,
There are several factors involved here. Firs! as I began to argue in

What Is Systematic Theology? and amplified in articles published shortly
after that work appeared, while a full-scale systematic theology begins with
God, and with the triune God, still the order of a contemporary Trinitadan
systematics might not have to be quite the same as the order found in
Aquinas or in Lonergan's De Deo Trino: processions, relations/ persons in
themselves, persons in relation to one another, and missions. The reason
is that by the end of ihal Trinitarian systematics it is established that the
missions d/e the processions ,oined to a created external term, and those
external terms are indicated in the case of both divine missions. If that is the
case, and if systematic theology is a genetically and dialectically developing
affair, why could a contemporary Trinitarian systematics not begin with
the missions but precisely with the missions as the processions, so that one
is not reversing lhe ordo dactrinae, since the processions are still front and
center at the beginning but now approached precisely through the missions
with which they are identical? That's the basic point.

But if one wants to try to approach the processions through the missions,

ssee "Introduction: Subject and Soul," in Behard Lo erga , Verbrm: t$rd afid Idea in
Aquinas, ed. Frederick E. Crowe and Robert M. Dorafl (Totonto: University of Toronto Prcss,
1997),3-11.
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and if one also holds that the structure of the psychological analogy -
Speaker, Word, Love - remains permanently valid, then one is going to have

to find in the order of the fruit of the divine missions themselves, and so

in the order of grace, instances of the structure "Speaker, Word, Love." In

every instance of the psychological analogy, the second and third moments

are Word and Love. What differentiates one suggestion from another is the

designation of the analogue for the Father. In Aquinas and the early Lonergan,

the analogue in the order of nature is intelligere. In the later Lonergan, as

expressed in "Christology Today," the analogue is "the higher synthesis of

intellectual, rational, and moral consciousness that is the dynamic state of

being in love."e In Augustine it is flemoria, where, alleast iI William Hill, the

translator of the most recent English version of the De Trinitate, is corect,

memoria is Artgtst.ne's word for the self-Possession of mind, of msfls. In the

order of grace, it may be claimed, I believe, that the self-possession of mind,

the state in which the mind finds itself as gifted without qualification by

Cod, is something like what Ignatius is tetting at when he writes, in the

"Contemplation for Obtaining Love": "The first Point is to call to mind the

benefits received, of my creation, redemption, and particular gifts, dwelling

wlth great affection on how much God our Lord has done for me, and how

much He has given me of that which He has; and consequently, how much

He desires to give me Himself insofar as He can according to His Divine

ordinance": that calling to mind is what I mean by memoria, and if Hill is
correct, it is also very close to what Augustine meant by memoria. And even

if it is not what Augustine means by fieffioria, it is whallmeanby memoria in

this development of an analogy. From it there follows exactly what Ignatius

mentions nexh "and then to reflect in myself what I, on my side, with great

reason and justice, ought to offer and given to His Divine Maiesty, that is to

say, all things that are mine, and myself with them, saying as one who makes

an offering" - saying, word, aerbum; and saying what? ''Take everything."

Charity.
That at least is precisely what I'm talking about in the analogy that I'm

proposing. I'm proPosing that if the missions are the processions, then they

will have a Trinitarian structure, and I'm ProPosing one Trinitarian structure

that is close to our own experience, namely, the structure that Provides
an analogy for the relation of active and passive sPiration: Speaking and

eBemard Lonerga& "Christology Today: Methodological Reflections," i^ AThitd Collection,

ed. Frederick E. Crowe (Mahwah, NJ: Paulist Press, 19E5),93,
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Word as active spiration, Love as passive spiration, in the order of the self-
possession of a person who knows he or she is loved from eternity without
qualification by the Triune God.

Dadosky goes on to present a possible objection. Isn't an act of memory
an acl of processio operationis, and so of act emerging fiom potenry, and if so
can that work in a Trinitarian analogy? Insight itself emerges as act from
potency, but it is not that emergence that is useful in a Trinitarian analogy,
but rather the emanation of concept from insight. So too, even if memory as

I am using it - and I am not using memory in the sense in which Lonergan
speaks of it as part of the flow of sensitive consciousness, but rather in
the sense of the self-presence of a person acknowledging the divine gift -
emerges from potency, it stands as a self-presence in the order of graced
reflective understanding or grasp of evidence that is capable of giving rise
to a iudgment of value that gives thanks for the gift; and ftom that reflective
understanding and judgment together there flow the acts of love that
coalesce into a circle of operations or habit that we can call charity.

Dadosky also asks whether this relegates the emanations pertaining to
levels prior to the fourth to a lesser status for articulating the Trinitarian
analogy. No. I finish the book by returning to that analogy as Lonergan
pr€sented it in lhe Triune God: Systemaiics. The book is also about the Trinity
in history, and the Trinity in history is "religious values" in their relation to
"personal value, cultural values, social values, vital values": in other words,
it is about the scale of values. This volume concentrates on the relation of
religious values to personal values. Personal values are the person being
attentive, intelligent, reasonable, and responsible, and so they are about
intelligible emanations at other levels of consciousness. In these emanations
there are found instances in the order of nature of the imago Dei in human
beings.

I turn now to the response of Jeremy Blackwood. I begin with a comment
on his dissertation, which is available on the website www.lonerganresource.
com.ro The dissertation has the distinction of demonstrating beyond a

shadow of doubt that Lonergan did indeed intend to affirm a fifth level of
consciousness. Whether one wants to agree with Lonergan on this issue is
another matter, but nobody can now claim that his relatively few published

loJeremy W. Blackwood, "Love and Lonergan's Cognitional-lntentional Anthropology: An
Inquiry on the Question of a 'Fifth Level of Consciousness."' S€e www.lonerganresource.com,
under Scholarly Works / Dissertations.
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remarks in this regard are negligible. Jeremy has utilized the website www.

bernardlonergan.com to examine thoroughly the evidence contained in
Lonergan's responses to questions at the Lonergan Workshops in the later

1970s and early 1980s. He has presented the materials clearly, and in my
view has also given a most helpful irterPretation and development of the

position Lonergan expresses there.

As Jeremy indicates, he was comPleting his dissertation at the same time

I was completing the book, and so, while I drew on his initial explorations

into the notion of a fifth level in Lonergan's work, I did not have at my

disposal the full and rich account that eventually emerged. Thus his essay

advances the position on this issue that I expressed in the book, and that

advance will enter into my subsequent work. This is an instance of ongoing

collaboration continuing beyond the initial steps into further reaches.

Blackwood's exposition in the fust part of his essay of my work from

Theotogy and the Dialectics of History through the volume presently under

consideration is exact and thoroughly accurate, as is his account of the use

that I made of his own work. I was haPpy to see that he has picked up on my

insistence thatthe four-point hypothesis offers to systematic theology special

basic relations, something that Lonergan's ftequently quoted comment on

page 343 of Method in Theology suangely did not account for.

I find Jeremy's summary of his ownwork beyond the materials that were

available to me very helpful, and especially his solution to the problem of

how the fifth level introduces new operations. His treatment of the question,

as he briefly indicates here, relies on the operative character oflove as uniting

Lonergan's Scholastic theology of grace with his later presentations in terms

of intentionality analysis. The key is the transPosition of "formal object"

in Scholastic theology to "horizon" in a methodical theology, something

that Jeremy discovered in the crucial volume 22 of Lonergan's Collected

Works, Early tt\,lorirr on Theological Method 1.1' (This is just another instance

of Jeremy's painstaking research, which has brought him into Publications
and digital materials beyond the more conventional Lonergan corPus.) As

he indicates, these latff moves in his work on the fifth level are crucial for

my own position on the relation of religious to personal values in the scale

of values, and in this sense for the basic Position that I have expressed in

llBemard Lonergan, Early Wtks on Theological Melhod 7, vol.22 of the Collected Works of
Bernard Lonergary ed. Robert M. Doran and Robert C. Croken (Toronto: University ofToronto
Press, 2010), at 395.
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volume 1 of The Trinity in History. For this I can only express gratih:de.
Neil Ormerod and Grant Kaplan have both addressed my engagement

with the work of Ren€ Girard, from apparently different positions, with
Ormerod tending to be more critical of Girard than I am, while Kaplan finds
my comments perhaps not positive enough.

Neil has written extensively on my work and on this book, again in
ways for which I find myself extremely grateful. In the present essay he
questions my employment of the work of Ren6 Girard as contributing
to the project of constructing a contemporary systematic theology. He
asks about "Girard's suitability as providing a proper complementarity
for the proiect." The mention of "proper complementarity" is a reference
to a sentence that Ormerod cites from chapter 1 of the book: "ln the last
analysis, such a theology must be a collaborative enterprise, the work of a

community of persons building on common or complementary foundations,
employing common or complementary methods, and sharing common or
complementary presuppositions as to what systematic theology is and what
is needed to move it forward."t2

Perhaps I may begin my response to Neit by clarifying that I was
not thinking of Girard when I wrote that sentence. I was thinking of the
community of Lonergan's students, hoping that this particular community
would unite in the effort to construct a contemporary systematic theology.
When I appeal to Girard's work, I am not claiming that he shares or
complements my foundations, my methods, or my presuppositions about
systematic theoloty. He may or he may not, but whether or not he does it
is not his concern, nor is it mine. I az claiming, however, that he has one
central insight that I intend to incorporate into my own theological work
because it is important for theological discussions of sin and redemption.
That insight has a correspondence r rith Max Scheler's insight regarding
fessentimett, and Lonergan recognizes ressentiffieflt as described by Scheler
as perhaps the "most notable" aberration of human feeling.13 Lonergan is not
claiming that Scheler shares or complements his foundations, his methods,
or his presuppositions regarding systematic theology, but he certainly is
saying that anyone who wants to develop a position on feelings that he
would agree with must acknowledge that Scheler has an insight into human

1?Robert M. Doran, IL Tifiily in History: AThrolagy ol thr Diniw Missiofis, vol,1, Missiofis
afid Ptucessiofis (lo$nto: University of Toronto Press, 2012), 5.

\3Method in Theolow, 33.
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feelings that is extremely important.
My appeal to Girard is similar, if more extensive. In fact, Scheler's in-

sight and Girard's are similar, but I employ Girard because he has more

clearly emphasized than has Scheler the mimetic character of affective de-

viation and of its effects on the deviated transc€ndence of a good deal of

religion. This is one of the PrinciPal reasons I have chosen to draw on his

work. I am not claiming that Gtuard is working from an imPlicit or explicit

cognitional theory epistemology, metaPhysics, or ethical theory that is Posi-

tional. He may or may not be. That is not my concern. I am claiming that he

has one set of insights that I find extremely helpful. If I had to offer a critique

of Girard's work, I would center it around the Iack of a robust theory of

"nature." But Girard is neither a philosopher nor a theologian, and I am not

about the task of reversing Girardian counterpositions. I Prefer to advance

a valuable insight.
Besides, Lonergan very handily Provides the notion of "nature" that

Girard lacks and needs - "Be attentive, Be intelligent, Be reasonable, Be

responsible," with all that these imPeratives mean and imply. Girard provides

a good deal of insight into devices that lead human beings to be inattentive,

unintelligent, unreasonable, and irresponsible, even though he would not

phrase his contributions in this way. In so doing he is supplying something

to Lonergan, not in the area of foundations, methods, or presuppositions

regarding systematic theology, but through an insight that has theological

consequences and resonances that are well worth developing, particularly

in an era in which we are increasingly aware of the need for something of a

paradigm shift in soteriology. Neil himself seems to admit this when he writes

that Girard's "work has fruitfully been taken up by various theologians,

particularly in the area of the theological understanding of original sin and

soteriology." In fact his footnote at this point includes his own article, 'The

Dual Language of Sacrifice," published in Pacifca in 2004. My own position

at this point is that even Lonergan's valiant efforts in his thesis on satisfaction

in De Verbo inurnaro do not go far enough to move us beyond the disturbing

consequences of the misappropriation of Anselmian soteriology. Something

new is needed. Lonergan offers an essential piece in the thesis on the Law

of the Cross, but even that thesis moves too quickly ftom incarnation to the

paschal mystery without Passing through what comes in between, namely,
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Jesus's inauguration of the reign of God in the world.la
Grant Kaplan has provided an extremely valuable account of the

development of Girard's thought on the crucial notion of sacrifice. However,
I do not find the compatibility between Girard,s mimetic desire and
Christian orthodoxy as difficult to establish as Grant seems to indicate. In
my view the biblical story of the fall and of the first murder are thoroughly
mimetic, in Girard's sense. Furthermore, a phenomenological account of
what Lonergan calls basic sin would, I maintain, find infected mimesis as a

prevalent component. Perhaps I am misunderstanding Grant at this point,
since I agree with him completely that Girard,s account of the difficulty
of the notion of the autonomous subject is "completely compatible with
Catholic understandings of human freedom.,,

Grant may be correct in his criticism of my own critique of Girard as
emphasizing texts at the cost of events. That is a point I borrowed from
Charles Hefling, as I acknowledge in the book. But whether it is accurate or
not I certainly do not want to carry it as far as accusing Girard of ,,Functional

Binitarianism." I don't think Grant is pushing my presentation that fat but I
want to make it clear that I am not heading there.

Grant concludes with a discussion of what I have called ,,autonomous

spiritual procession" and its relation to Girardian mimetic theory. I think he
finds them compatible. At least I hope he does, because that is what I was
arguing in thebook. Lonergan and Girard are both students ofhuman desire.
It may be claimed, I believe, that a synthesis of their respective positions
would provide the broad outlines of something approximating a heuristic
structure for the study of desire. The basic categories of such a heuristic
structure would be "natural desires," "elicited desires,,, ,,sensitive-psychic

desires," and "spiritual desires."
The distinction of natural and elicited desires, as it is relevant to this

discussion, is found in Neil Ormerod's contributions to the Lonergan-Girard
discussion cited by Grant. Natural desires emerge from the very structure
of human reality, as is the case, for instance, in Lonergan,s account of the
desire to know; elicited desires are prompted by the cognitive recognition
of some object; sensitive-psychic desires are affective responses to an obiect
that are most often mediated, as Girard has taught us, through models;
spiritual desires reflect the capacity of human intentional consciousness for

'1I arn dep€ndent here on N. T, Wright, Ho,, God Became Kind: The Foryottm Story ol tha
Gospeis (New York: Harper Co)lins, 2012).
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self-transcendence in knowing and choosinS, so that in Pursuing knowledge

we want to know what really is so, and in deciding we want to choose what

is really and not merely apparently worthwhile. Some but not all of the Iatter

desires are mimetic, but in a Positive way.

For the most part, Lonergan has elucidated desires that may be termed

natural and spidtual, and Girard has elucidated elicited sensitive-psychic

desires. But Lonergan has also alerted his readers to interferences in the

pursuit of the natural desire for intelligibility, being and truth, and the good

that may arise from elicited, sensitive-Psychic desires and from biases that

affect both psyche and spirit. Girard not only has provided a set of core

insights for understanding elicited, sensitive-psychic desires but also offers,

in my view, perhaps the most comPlete and accurate theory of these desires

yet put forward, on€ that easily comPlements Lonergan's work on bias -
especially but not exclusively on dramatic bias.

This is the sort of thing I have been looking for ever since I added

the category of "psychic conversion" to Lonergan's work. In my initial

explorations, as I mentioned earlier, I worked with ]ung, and even there,

where the counterpositions are far more serious than they are in Girard, I
tried first to advance positions.

In terms of the statement of Lonergan's on the two ways of being

conscious that I quoted earlier, we may say that Lonergan has provided

a thorough explanatory account of the second of these "ways of being

conscious," a careful analysis of the unfolding of the eros of the human spirit

as we move by inquiry from data of sense and of consciousness to insight

into the data, from insight to concePtualization and formulation of our

understanding, from formulation to critical reflection, from critical reflection

to a grasp of evidence, from grasp of evidence to iudgment of fact, from

iudgment of fact to deliberation, from deliberation to deliberative insight

and judgment of value, and from judgment of value to decision. This eros

is driven by the native desire to know, which is Lonergan's transPosition

of the Aristotelian-Thomist "agent intellect," and which he extends beyond

knowledge to an orientation to the good, and which he also identifies with
Aquinas's "natural desire to see God."

All of this is for Lonergan "nature." Nature is a cateSory which Girardian
theory urgently needs to incorporate. Obviously, in the concrete and real

order of things there is no such thing as pure human nature. The concrete

existential situation of human beings is infected by sin and stands under the
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offer of divine elevating and healing grace, which we may either accept or
reiect. But sin distorts nature, while grace elevates and perfects it. Girard's
mimetic theory provides a powerful analysis of the distortions that arise from
what Lonergan calls bias and that condition the likelihood of further basic
sin. Girard has contributed to Lonergan's overall analysis by elucidating
the mimetic sensitive-psychic desire involved in bias of all varieties. Even
before becoming familiar with Girard, I insisted that there is required a self-
appropriation of the vagaries of sensitive-psychic desire. Girardian mimetic
theory is a helpful means of fulfilling this second requirement. Girard's
basic contribution to Lonergan's project is the elucidation of the vagaries
of the sensitive-psychic dimensions of desire as these interfere with or even
prevent the efforts of the subject to be attentive, intelLig€nt, reasonable,
responsible, and loving, or, in a word, self-transcendent.

In short, Lonergan contributes to Girard the distinction I have already
summarized between spiritual desire and sensitive-psychic desire, and
the distinction between natural desire and elicited desire. And Cirardian
mimetic theory is a theory of elicited sensitive-psychic desire. It can be
relat€d to Lonergan's proiect insofar as such desire is responsible for the
distortion and deviation of the operations of the human spirit in search
of intelligibility, truth and being, the good, and God. The distortion and
deviation of these operations converts the operations into instruments for
the satisfaction of elicited, sensitive-psychic, mimetic desire, thus frustrating
their natural function in human unfolding.

A further clarification that Lonergan provides offers mimetic theory
a refinement of the notions of autonomy and spontaneity, specifying a

legitimate meaning to these two terms, a meaning that, if it is mimedc in any
way, is so in a manner quite differ€nt from the acquisitive mimesis whose
dynamics Girard has elucidated. I wish to sugg€st a fruitful mutual self-
mediation between Lonergan and Girard, where Girard offers Lonergan a
more precise maieutic of the interference with the unfolding of the natural
desire for intelligibility, the true and the real, the good, and Cod, and where
Lonergan offers Girard a more precise understanding of the meaning of
"nature," a more differentiated understanding ofspontaneity and autonomy,
and, most basic of all, a theology of the grac€d imitation of divine goodness.

Finally, let me simply indicate that perhaps the clearest indication of
Girard's significance for me and of the compatibility that Grant asks about
occurs in the first section of the final chapter, 'The Rule of the Kingdom
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and the Emergence of Genuine Autonomy." All I can do here is cite the

thesis (number 57) that this section elucidates, adding proper emphasis:

"Analogies [for the Trinity] based on the genuine autonomy of the human

subrect, analogies of act from act in the spiritual dimension of consciousness'

are available to us only inasmuch as use haae been not only lreed from the illusions

of false autoflomy but also freed into a Senuine autonomy thlough the Srace that

operates us beyond the daiated transcendence of mimetic rioalry"'

Let me conclude by thanking once atain all five interlocutors for their

contribution to this most welcome discussion.


